
SECTION D 
DEVELOPMENT CARRIED OUT BY THE COUNTY COUNCIL 

 
Background Documents: the deposited documents; views and representations received as 
referred to in the reports and included in the development proposals dossier for each case; 
and other documents as might be additional indicated.    
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New Primary School with associated hardcourt play areas, 

access, parking and landscaping at Land South of 

Rolvenden Road, Benenden, Cranbrook – TW/12/1442 

(KCC/TW/0151/2012) 
 
 
A report by Head of Planning Applications Group to Planning Applications Committee on 11 
December 2012. 
 
Application by Kent County Council Property and Infrastructure Support for the erection of a 
new primary school building with associated hardcourt play areas, access, parking and 
landscaping and re-profiling and landscaping of residual land to return to pasture at Land 
South of Rolvenden Road, Benenden, Cranbrook, TN17 4DN – TW/12/1442 
(KCC/TW/0151/2012).  
 
Recommendation: Planning permission be granted, subject to conditions. 
 

Local Member: Mr Roger Manning Classification: Unrestricted 

 

 D1.1 

Site DescriptionSite DescriptionSite DescriptionSite Description    

 

1. Benenden Primary School currently operates from a collection of buildings located 
around the village green. The main school building dates from the mid 19

th
 Century and 

is Grade II Listed. The existing school provision is split between the main building, 
which accommodates five classes, and the Gibbon Building, which houses the reception 
class and dining room within a single space. The Gibbon Building is also Grade II Listed 
and dates from 1609 and is situated opposite the village green. The Gibbon Building is 
currently leased by the County Council on behalf of the School. 
 

2. The current school accommodation falls significantly below the minimum space 
standards for Primary Schools as set out by Government. The shortfall in space results 
in the dual use of space, which is inconvenient, time-consuming and precludes the 
provision of presentation space to suit a single and primary purpose. Specifically, the 
use of the Gibbon Building for both reception class and school dining room, requires the 
safe and accompanied transfer of children across the village green and main road and 
back again for lunches. That is required in all weather conditions and is extremely time-
consuming and can be disruptive for the children. Not only is the existing building 
insufficient in floorspace terms, but it is also not well configured for modern teaching 
practices or flexible in use owing to its internal layout and constraints imposed by the 
building’s listed status. Outdoor play provision is limited to a small playground to the 
rear of the main school building and sports provision is delivered in the form of the use 
of the village green and the Glebe Field. Use of the village green requires intensive 
staffing and monitoring of the children given adjacent roads, whilst the Glebe Field is 
physically remote from the school. The school currently has very little dedicated parking, 
set in front of the existing main school building. Parents and visitors therefore use space 
around the village green for parking when dropping off and collecting children, with 
overspill parking sometimes occurring in the village hall car park and on the main road 
through the village.    
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Site Location PlanSite Location PlanSite Location PlanSite Location Plan    
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Proposed Site Layout Plan Proposed Site Layout Plan Proposed Site Layout Plan Proposed Site Layout Plan     
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Proposed North and West ElevationsProposed North and West ElevationsProposed North and West ElevationsProposed North and West Elevations    
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3. The application site lies approximately 250 metres east of the existing school, adjacent 
to the Village Hall playing field and south of the main Cranbrook to Tenterden Road 
(Rolvenden Road). The site lies to the east of the village church and adjacent to the 
Glebe Field. The application site itself measures just over 2 hectares in area and 
currently comprises open pasture. Land to the south is in open agricultural use, whilst 
the village sports field is situated directly to the north. The application site is bordered by 
native hedgerow, with tree cover lining the western boundary with the Glebe Field and 
surrounding the sports field to the north. The application site has sloping topography, 
rising southwards from the Rolvenden Road.  
 

4. The application site does not benefit from a dedicated vehicular access at present with 
the exception of an agricultural access gate at the northern corner. Three Public Rights 
of Way cross the site; footpath WC325 runs from the Glebe Field and across the corner 
of the field to the south, before entering the application site via a stile on the southern 
boundary, heading in a north easterly direction; footpath WC326 runs directly alongside 
the site boundary with the Glebe to the west, although the physical alignment on the 
ground actually runs to the east of this boundary with the Glebe Field; and footpath 
WC327 runs from the north western corner of the site where it meets the highway to the 
south eastern corner, crossing the route of footpath WC325. 
 

5. The application site is located entirely within the High Weald Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty (AONB). This designation washes across the entire village of Benenden 
extending at its narrowest part some 3 kilometres north east of the village towards 
Tenterden. The Benenden Conservation Area covers a large part of the village, 
including the village green, St George’s Church and extends to a point along Rolvenden 
Road just west of Leybourne Dell. There are a substantial number of Listed Buildings 
within the village, the closest being Tudor Cottage (Grade II), fronting Rolvenden Road 
on the north side of the village hall playing field, and St George’s Church (Grade II*), to 
the west of the Glebe playing field. A ‘Site Location Plan’ is included on Page D1.2 
which identifies the Benenden Conservation Area, the application site boundary, nearby 
Listed Buildings and the Public Rights of Way.   
 

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

 
6. The decision to develop a new primary school for Benenden is based on the fact that it 

is widely acknowledged that the existing school is too small, out dated and 
unsatisfactory for modern teaching practice. The applicants advise that if a new school 
were not to be provided, i.e. a ‘do nothing approach’, then either the school would 
continue to provide an inadequate teaching environment for staff and pupils which is not 
sustainable in the long-term, or existing schools elsewhere would have to accommodate 
the displaced provision, which is neither feasible in education provision terms nor 
suitable in sustainability terms given the numbers of pupils involved and the impact 
upon the village community that would follow. An option to redevelop the existing school 
site is not a viable solution in this instance since the school currently operates from a 
number of split sites, with buildings on these sites vastly constrained by their Listed 
status. 
 

7. As part of initial feasibility work undertaken by the applicant, it soon became evident that 
in this instance there were no previously developed sites currently available in the 
village envelope which could be capable of accommodating a new primary school. All 
sites within the village are designated within the High Weald AONB, where the National 
Planning Policy Framework presumes against major development  except in exceptional 
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circumstances and where it can be demonstrated that they are in the public interest, of 
which need is a significant consideration. The only viable option which was considered 
by the applicant following the initial feasibility work undertaken hitherto was to provide a 
new school on greenfield land outside of the village envelope. 
 

8. With the need for a new school established, and the only feasible form of provision 
being a new school on a greenfield site outside the village envelope, the applicant set 
about its consideration of the most suitable site for a new school in planning terms. 
Initial feasibility work was undertaken on behalf of the School in 2004. This work 
identified 6 potential sites outside the village envelope which required further 
consideration, of which 3 were considered most preferable. Initial consultation with 
Benenden Parish Council and a public meeting were held in March 2005. This initial 
work coincided with the introduction of ‘Local Development Frameworks’ with Tunbridge 
Wells Borough Council assuming responsibility for identifying a suitable site and 
producing a dedicated Development Plan Document (DPD) to allocate the chosen site 
for new school development.   
 

9. A lengthy process of further site assessment followed, looking at issues of size, 
topography, accessibility, deliverability and any other potential constraints, alongside 
ongoing and continued stakeholder engagement and public consultation. The Borough 
Council-led process ultimately concluded that two sites presented the best opportunities 
for the school in planning terms, namely those referred to as Site 1 (New Pond Road) 
and Site 8 (the site now subject to this application). In considering these two sites, the 
Borough Council initially proposed to allocate Site 8 as the preferred site for 
development, and a draft DPD was published on that basis. 
 

10. The draft DPD was based on the premise that the school should be developed on the 
Glebe Field rather than the adjacent pasture, something considered wholly 
inappropriate by the School and KCC given the open space and community value of the 
Glebe Field. In response to this, the applicant commissioned Roderick James Architects 
and Nichols Brown Webber Landscape Planners to undertake concept design work for 
Site 8, to illustrate how this could be appropriately developed to preserve the Glebe 
Field for school and community open space use. Similar work for Site 1 was also 
commissioned to aid comparison, together with independent development costings for 
the two sites based on the initial concept designs. Notwithstanding this work, in October 
2006 the Borough Council resolved to submit an amended DPD submission version that 
included both Site 1 and Site 8 (retaining reference to building on the Glebe Field), with 
a final decision to be made by the Secretary of State through Examination in Public.  
 

11. In weighing up the two sites, assessing both sites on their merits and having regard to 
the estimated costings, the County Council concluded that Site 8 represented the most 
appropriate location for the new school, but only on the basis that the Glebe Field 
remained undeveloped and that a high standard of design appropriate to its AONB 
siting could be achieved. Accordingly, and in an attempt to demonstrate to the Borough 
Council that an alternative solution to Site 8 would be feasible, the concept plans were 
presented to the village at a public exhibition in January 2007. The exhibition was 
extremely well attended, with 90% of respondents expressing a preference for building 
on the pasture rather than the Glebe Field. 
 

12. In March 2007 a Parish Poll was held, asking parishioners to vote on either Site 1 or 
Site 8 (divided into Site 8A being the pasture site and 8B being the Glebe Field). As 
minuted, the Poll was devised by the Parish Council in consultation with the Borough 
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Council’s Returning Officer, and conducted on the day by the Borough Council. The Poll 
was designed to inform the Parish Council of local views and their formal 
representations during the next DPD consultation period. The results of the Poll were 
therefore designed to inform the consultation process and were not binding and had no 
statutory power. 522 votes were cast, with 56.7% voting in favour of Site 1 and 43.3% 
voting in favour of Site 8 (Site 8A – 41.4% and 8B – 1.9%).  
 

13. Following the public exhibition and Parish Poll, consultations between the applicant and 
the Borough Council continued, resulting in the further work on the DPD being 
suspended. The applicant subsequently resumed responsibility for delivering the new 
Primary School via the planning application route in agreement with the Borough 
Council, having regard to the lengthy consultation process undertaken to date. 
 

14. A County Member Site Visit to the site for the new village Primary School was held on 
27 September 2012. The notes of the Site Visit are set out in Appendix 1.  

 

ProposalProposalProposalProposal 

 
15. The application proposes the construction of a new One Form Entry (1FE) Primary 

School with associated facilities, together with a new dedicated vehicular access off 
Rolvenden Road. The application details that the design of the proposals has been 
directly informed by the site’s landscape context and relationship with the village and 
nearby built form. The proposed building would be ‘cut-in’ to the existing slope, reducing 
the overall height of the building in the landscape. The spoil taken from this ‘cut’ would 
be evenly distributed across the residual land to the east, retaining a natural topography 
some 600-700 mm above the existing field contours. 
 

16. The front (north) of the site would be occupied by the proposed new vehicular access 
onto Rolvenden Road and landscaped parking area. The parking area would be laid out 
in rows, interspersed by grassed drainage swales and new planting, with the main 
surface consisting of bonded gravel. A new pond is proposed for the roadside, which 
would act as a balancing pond for the site drainage and provide an enhanced area of 
wetland habitat which would also be used by school staff as a nature study teaching aid. 

 
17. The proposed site boundaries would generally be marked out by new and existing 

hedgerow with interspersed tree planting, a common feature in this part of the High 
Weald AONB. Between the hedgerows a mix of fencing design is proposed to provide 
the necessary level of security which reflects the site’s rural village context. The site 
fencing strategy would consist of a mix of 1.8m high green weldmesh fence around the 
school itself, 1.2m high timber chestnut post and rail fence between the school and 
village hall playing field boundary and 1.2m high timber post and wire fencing along the 
front boundary of the school with Rolvenden Road and the boundary of the new car 
park with the pasture land beyond. 

 
18. No trees would be removed as part of the proposals, with the necessary tree protection 

measures being installed in accordance with the relevant British Standard prior to any 
construction activities. Proposed hard play areas would be contained within the confines 
of the new school buildings, with direct access out to the Glebe Field which would 
continue to be used as playing field for the school. The outside area of the site would be 
laid out and treated to perform distinct functions, including: a growing zone, outside 
study areas, courtyard zone with amphitheatre seating area, equipped play area, Multi 
Use Games Area (MUGA) and a designated play area for younger reception class 
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pupils landscaped to provide natural shading.  
 

19. As detailed above, the remaining land to the east of the car park would be re-profiled as 
part of the wider ‘cut and fill’ operations proposed. The application details that the extent 
of ‘cut’ proposed follows detailed consideration of a number of alternative levels and 
would balance the visual effect of the proposed built form against the need to retain 
sensible levels across the remainder of the site that retain a natural appearance and 
avoid the need to export materials off site. The ‘cut’ materials would be redistributed 
across the pasture land to the east of the primary school and car park area to create a 
naturalistic landform some 600-700 mm higher than existing levels, with the land treated 
and seeded to create a late cut, species rich wildflower hay meadow.  

 
20. Adequate space has been retained on site to the south west of the proposed school 

building to allow for potential future provision of a nursery building. This nursery building 
does not form part of this application and it is proposed that the area be landscaped in a 
manner that would benefit the school, but not unduly restrict the future provision of a 
nursery should it come forward (subject to a separate planning application) at a future 
date. 

 
21. The school building design has followed the work originally undertaken in producing the 

concept design, which the applicant notes received an extremely positive response 
when consulted on locally. The proposed building is ‘U’ shape in form and footprint, laid 
out around a central courtyard and hard play area. The main ‘U’ shaped school 
structure would be single storey, with the main teaching area exhibiting a modern 
design utilising a mix of traditional materials with more contemporary building 
techniques, including the provision of a green roof with native species and sedum plug 
plants, sown with London seed mix containing a variety of native species grasses and 
flowers.  

 
22. The school hall has been designed to reflect the typical rural barn vernacular found in 

the area, combining a tiled pitch roof with timber boarded elevations. The hall has been 
designed to be capable of use for assemblies and PE, thereby removing the School’s 
existing reliance upon alternative accommodation provided by the village hall and 
Church for such activities. 

 
23. The main school building would be 5 metres high to the ridge of the green roof, with a 

maximum ridge height of 103.5 metres AOD. The school hall would be just under 8 
metres high to the ridge, with a maximum ridge height of 106.5 metres AOD. To put 
these levels in context, the application site is currently sloping, with existing levels at the 
northern extent of the new school at approximately 98.5 metres AOD and at the south 
eastern corner of the new school between approximately 100 and 100.5 metres AOD. 
The new school building would be ‘cut in’ to the current ground contours with an internal 
finished floor level of 98.5m AOD. Therefore, in relation to existing ground contours the 
new school hall would extend approximately 8 metres above existing levels, whilst the 
main school building would extend between 3.5 metres and 3 metres above existing 
ground levels.  

 
24. The proposed internal building layout provides for seven individual teaching areas, each 

supplemented by a break-out area and toilets with cloakroom. A dedicated staff and 
reception area would be located at the main school entrance, whilst a library and ICT 
suite would be sited to the rear, offering dedicated and high quality Information 
Technology provision. The reception class area would be located on the far southern 
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side of the ‘horseshoe’, linked to the reception area to the north by a covered walkway, 
in turn demarcating the courtyard zone to the east and MUGA to the west. The 
proposed building itself measures some 1,464 square metres internally, meeting the 
minimum size standards set by the Government and represents almost a tripling of the 
existing village school provision.  
 

25. Three forms of renewable energy technologies would be provided following extensive 
assessment of the sustainable design techniques and technologies available to the 
project, considering performance, CO

2
 reductions and payback periods. These 

technologies include photovoltaic solar panels, solar thermal panels and a ground 
source heat pump. These measures would be introduced in addition to the inherently 
sustainable building envelope which would be created through careful sourcing of 
materials and plant, good levels of insulation (including that provided by the green roof), 
water efficient installations and energy efficient measures, which together would secure 
a building that would achieve a ‘Very Good’ BREEAM rating, as required by current DfE 
standards.   

 
26. Vehicular access is proposed directly from the B2086 Rolvenden Road to the north east 

of the site, with the access point and bellmouth to be sited between the junctions with 
Leybourne Dell and Pullington Cottages. The vehicular access has been designed to 
benefit from visibility splays measuring 2.4m x 66m to the south east and 2.4m x 66.8m 
to the north west. As part of the proposed access arrangements a section of existing 
hedgerow would be removed from the site boundary with Rolvenden Road. This 
removal would facilitate both the new access itself and the hedgerow north west of the 
access, with the latter section being re-planted further within the site to ensure that 
visibility splays from a westerly direction are secured from the outset.   

 
27. When the application was originally submitted, parking provision was made within the 

site for 67 vehicle parking spaces, including a drop-off area and disabled parking 
provision. Following initial consultations on the application, and specifically at the earlier 
request of the Borough Council, the applicant has since reduced the on-site parking 
provision by some 22 percent, down to 52 vehicle parking spaces. A revised car park 
layout has been submitted detailing these changes, which has resulted in an increase in 
landscape planting provisions along the north-eastern boundary of the car park towards 
the pasture area. The applicant details that parking provision has been designed to 
reflect the rural context of the school and the likely demand as evidenced from existing 
school operations. Cycle parking provision is proposed for 6 bicycles which are primarily 
expected to be used by staff. A service area to the west of the main hall would contain 
the waste and recycling collection point, water tank and pump house and cycle storage. 
This would also include access through to the play area for occasional maintenance and 
emergency access. The area has been specifically designed to allow service and 
emergency vehicles to turn at this point, allowing entry and exit from the site safely in a 
forward gear. 

 
28. It is proposed that a formal diversion of the Public Rights of Way (PROW) which cross 

the site would be pursued following the successful grant of planning permission. The 
proposed diverted routes of these footpaths are detailed within the application and 
follow initial engagement with the County Council’s PROW Officer. The proposed 
diversions include the realignment of footpath WC326 along its current trodden route to 
the west of the Glebe Field boundary, diversion of footpath WC325 to avoid conflict with 
the footprint of the proposed school building, and a slight re-routeing of footpath WC327 
along Rolvenden Road to north of the application site, across the proposed new 
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vehicular access and through the corner of the proposed car park into the pasture 
beyond. The application details that any temporary diversions of these footpaths 
required during construction would also be agreed with the County Council’s PROW 
Officer as required.  
 

29. The application is accompanied by studies covering landscape and visual impact, trees, 
transport, ecology, flooding, sustainability, educational need and community 
involvement/engagement.    

 
30. The application details that if planning permission is granted and the new facilities are 

subsequently developed, the existing school building site would become redundant for 
educational purposes. This asset would be disposed of accordingly, with the proceeds 
of any sale being used to contribute towards the capital costs associated with providing 
a new school.  

 
31. Following initial consultee responses received, the applicant has provided 

further/amended details in support of their application. These details relate to a scheme 
of off-site traffic calming measures for the B2086 Rolvenden Road in the vicinity of the 
proposed school entrance; additional supporting landscaping information in the form of 
site cross-sections; details of additional landscape planting; alterations to proposed site 
fencing; changes to the definitive PROW layout; and a summary of other issues raised 
as part of the application consultation process. The additional supporting information 
has been provided to the Borough Council, Benenden Parish Council and other 
statutory consultees for comment.   

 
32. The proposed traffic calming measures submitted for Rolvenden Road to assist in 

lowering traffic speeds in the vicinity of the school access include the following 
measures: 

 
i. Red ‘school zone’ entry surface shading east and west of the school access, 

incorporating the triangular school/parent child sign; 
ii. Edge and centre white thermoplastic gateway features within the above red 

entry surfacing, giving the effect of a gateway narrowing feature; 
iii. White edge of carriageway line markings, giving the impression of narrowing 

the carriageway running lanes and slowing vehicle speeds; 
iv. Modifications to roadside 30mph repeater signs; and 
v. Additional 30mph painted road marking roundels.  
 

33. Based on evidence elsewhere, the applicant identifies that these types of measures can 
reduce traffic speeds by between 3mph and 15mph below ‘before’ 85

th
 percentile 

surveyed speeds, in the case of major roads with reasonable or heavy traffic flows. The 
applicant’s transport consultant suggests that even with modest speed reductions it 
would be reasonable to expect 85

th
 percentile speeds to be lowered to 35mph or less in 

the site vicinity.  
 

34. A copy of the Proposed Site Layout Plan and Proposed Elevations are shown on pages 
D1.3, D1.4 and D1.5 respectively. 

    

Planning Policy ContextPlanning Policy ContextPlanning Policy ContextPlanning Policy Context 

 
35. The key National and Development Plan Policies most relevant to the proposal are 

summarised below: 
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(i) National Planning Policies – the most relevant National Planning Policies are 
set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (March 2012) which sets out 
the Government’s planning policy guidance for England and as guidance is a 
material consideration for the determination of planning applications.  It does not 
change the statutory status of the development plan which remains the starting 
point for decision making. The NPPF replaces the majority of the Planning Policy 
Guidance Notes (PPGs) and Planning Policy Statements (PPSs). 

 
The NPPF contains a presumption in favour of sustainable development. The 
new Framework also refers to the UK Sustainable Development Strategy 
‘Securing the Future’ which sets out 5 guiding principles for sustainable 
development: living within the planet's environmental limits; ensuring a strong, 
healthy and just society; achieving a sustainable economy; promoting good 
governance; and using sound science responsibly. In terms of the planning 
system, the NPPF identifies that there are three dimensions to sustainable 
development which create three overarching roles in the planning system - 
economic, social and environmental.   These roles are are mutually 
dependent. Within the over-arching roles there are twelve core principles that 
planning should achieve.  These can be summarised as:  

• be genuinely plan-led;  

• a creative exercise in finding ways to enhance and improve the places 
people live their lives;  

• proactively drive and support sustainable economic development;  

• secure high quality design and a good standard of amenity;  

• take account of the different roles and character of different areas, 
including protecting Green Belts, recognising the intrinsic character and 
beauty of the countryside and supporting thriving rural communities;  

• support the transition to a low carbon future, taking account of flood risk 
and costal change and encourage the reuse of existing resources and the 
development of renewable energy;  

• contribute to conserving and enhancing the natural environment and 
reducing pollution;  

• encourage the effective use of land by reusing brownfield land, providing 
that it is not of high environmental value;  

• promote mixed use developments;  

• conserve heritage assets;  

• manage patterns of growth to make fullest use of public transport, walking 
and cycling; and focus significant development in locations which can be 
made sustainable; and  

• take account of strategies to improve health, social and cultural well 
being, and deliver sufficient community and cultural facilities and services 
to meet local needs.  
 

In terms of delivering sustainable development in relation to this development 
proposal, the following NPPF guidance is particularly relevant:   

• Chapter 4 (Promoting sustainable transport); 

• Chapter 7 (Requiring good design); 

• Chapter 8 (Promoting healthy communities);  

• Chapter 10 (Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and 
coastal change); 

• Chapter 11 (Conserving and enhancing the natural environment); and 
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• Chapter 12 (Conserving and enhancing the historic environment). 
 

Chapter 11 states that great weight should be given to conserving landscape 
and scenic beauty in (amongst other designated areas) Areas of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty, which have the highest status of protection in relation to 
landscape and scenic beauty. It goes on to state that planning permission 
should be refused for major developments in these designated areas except in 
exceptional circumstances and where it can be demonstrated they are in the 
public interest. Consideration of such application should include an assessment 
of: 

• the need for the development, including in terms of any national 
considerations, and the impact of permitting it, or refusing it, upon the 
local economy; 

• the cost of, and scope for, developing elsewhere outside the designated 
area, or meeting the need for it in some other way; and 

• any detrimental effect on the environment, the landscape and 
recreational opportunities, and the extent to which that could be 
moderated. 

 
The Framework also requires that local planning authorities should look for 
solutions rather than problems. It states that those determining applications 
should seek to approve applications for sustainable development where 
possible. 
 
Policy Statement on Planning for Schools Development (August 2011) is also 
relevant, in so far as it identifies that there should be a presumption in favour of 
the development of state-funded schools. 

 

(ii) South East Plan (2009) – the most relevant Policies are CC1 (Sustainable 
Development), CC2 (Climate Change), CC3 (Resource Use), CC4 (Sustainable 
Design and Construction), CC6 (Sustainable Communities and Character of the 
Environment), NRM1 (Sustainable Water Resources and Groundwater Quality), 
NRM4 (Sustainable Flood Risk Management), NRM5 (Conservation and 
Improvement of Biodiversity), NRM11 (Development Design for Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy), C3 (Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty), 
C4 (Landscape and Countryside Management), C6 (Countryside Access and 
Rights of Way Management) BE5 (Village Management), BE6 (Management of 
the Historic Environment) and S3 (Education and Skills). 

 

Important note regarding the South East Plan: Members will already be 
aware of the relevant South East Plan (SEP) policy considerations in relation to 
the proposed development, in that The Plan was revoked and later reinstated 
pending the enactment of the Localism Bill. Members will also be aware that 
they have to have regard to the policies in the SEP and the Government’s 
intention to abolish the Regional Spatial Strategies (RSS) as material 
considerations. However the weight to be accorded is a matter for the decision 
makers. Members will note that the Localism Bill has now been enacted; 
however the SEP remains in effect until such time as the Government complete 
the formal process of revoking the Plan. The Government is currently consulting 
on the likely significant environmental effects of revoking the Plan. This 
consultation closes on 6

th
 December 2012. 
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(iii) Tunbridge Wells Borough Local Plan Saved Policies (2006) – The most 
relevant Policies are LBD1 (Developments Outside the Limits to Built 
Development), EN1 (Development Control Criteria), EN5 (Development Within 
or Affecting the Character of a Conservation Area), EN8 (Outdoor Lighting), 
EN13 (Tree and Woodland Protection), EN16 (Protection of Groundwater and 
Other Watercourses), EN25 (Development Control Criteria Relating to Proposals 
Affecting the Rural Landscape), CS2 (Allocations for New Primary School 
Provision), TP4 (Access to the Road Network) and TP5 (Vehicle Parking 
Standards).    

 

(iv) Tunbridge Wells Borough Core Strategy (2010) – The most relevant Policies 
are CP4 (Environment), CP5 (Sustainable Design and Construction), CP8 
(Retail, Leisure and Community Service Provision) and CP14 (Development in 
Villages and Rural Areas).   

    

ConsultationsConsultationsConsultationsConsultations 

 

36. Tunbridge Wells Borough Council – No objections to the development subject to 
conditions being imposed covering:  

i. Materials as specified; 
ii. Traffic calming and traffic management measures to be implemented; 
iii. Access, offsite works and sight lines to be provided; 
iv. Parking provision; 
v. Boundary treatment; 
vi. Landscaping (protection, implementation and management); 
vii. Ecology (implementation and management in line with recommendations in 

submitted specialist strategies); 
viii. Hours of construction; 
ix. Withdrawal of Permitted Development Rights; 
x. Lighting; and 
xi. Hours of use. 

 
In addition, the Borough Council accepts that there is no alternative access (including 
parking provision) available at the current time but encourages KCC to continue to 
negotiate with the Harmsworth Trust with a view to achieving agreement over shared 
access and parking arrangements at a later date in order to further mitigate transport 
and landscape impacts. 
 
The Borough Council would expect KCC to carry out appropriate consultations on the 
additional information received before coming to a final decision.   
 

37. Benenden Parish Council – At an Extraordinary Meeting of the Parish Council on 4 
September 2012 the Parish Council resolved (by 5 votes to 1) to submit a response on 
the application in its letter dated 6 September 2012 (as attached at Appendix 2). In 
summary “Benenden Parish Council is aware of the shortcomings of the existing village 
Primary School and voted unanimously on 18 June 2012 in favour of a new school. 
However, we could not support the planning application submitted by KCC for the 
Parish Councils’ comments and it was rejected by 5 votes to 3”. 

 
 The Parish Council were consulted on additional information in October 2012. Its further 

views on the application can be found in full at Appendix 2 under its letter dated 20 
November 2012. In summary, it considers that the reduction in the car park would mean 
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slightly less detrimental impact on the landscape although there would be 15 or more 
cars parking elsewhere in the village. It maintains its previous objection to the proposed 
development. Within its letter dated 20 November 2012 it also makes detailed 
comments on the further site selection documentation submitted by the applicant. 

  
 I have received a letter of support from four Benenden Parish Councillors (as attached 

at Appendix 3), noting that the Parish Council is in fact divided – with five Parish 
Councillors opposed to the application and four in favour. A copy of the views of those 
Councillors in favour of the proposals is included at Appendix 3. 
 

38. KCC Highways and Transportation – Has no objection to the proposed development. 
The general arrangements for the access with a priority junction are acceptable and 
provide appropriate clearance from other junctions within the vicinity. 

 
Considers that the reduced level of parking (52 spaces, down from 67) is acceptable 
and the surface must be bound with no drainage over the highway. Recommends that 
prior to the commencement of works on site details of the car park arrangements to 
include long and cross sections, gradients, surface materials and drainage shall be 
submitted for approval. Notwithstanding the details already submitted, details of 
proposed visibility splays at pedestrian and vehicular access points and associated 
boundary treatments to Rolvenden Road frontage should be submitted for approval and 
thereafter implemented prior to first occupation of the new Primary School and 
maintained in perpetuity thereafter. 
 
Recommends that prior to the commencement of works on site, details of a package of 
measures to reduce the speed of traffic within the vicinity of the site shall be submitted 
for approval. The agreed package of measures shall be implemented in accordance 
with Highway Authority standards and specifications prior to the first occupation of the 
new Primary School.  
 
Considers that within six months of first occupation a revised School Travel Plan shall 
be submitted for approval and measures contained therein to be implemented in 
accordance with an approved timetable. There is also a need for a Construction 
Management Plan to be approved prior to construction covering aspects such as wheel 
cleaning equipment, hours of working, parking and storage of materials during 
construction activities. It also notes that the applicant will need to enter into a Section 
278 Agreement with the Highway Authority regarding the proposed works to the 
highway.  

 

39. Environment Agency – Has no objection to the proposals, noting that the revised 
proposals (i.e. a reduction in the size of the car park) represent a significant reduction in 
the hard surfaced area of the car park and an increase in natural draining land cover.  
 

40. KCC Landscape Advisor – Considers that the submitted Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment (LVIA) has generally been undertaken in accordance with the guidance, 
although there are some minor misinterpretations. However, she tends to agree with the 
conclusion that the proposals would cause only a minor adverse impact on the 
landscape character of the area. The impacts on the setting of surrounding Listed 
Buildings and Benenden Conservation Area are not clearly defined within the LVIA, 
although she does not consider that these would be significant because the proposals 
are visually well contained and because of the sensitive design of the building. She 
agrees that the proposals would have a slight adverse effect on the immediate vicinity 
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of the AONB, but that the visual containment of the site and the attention to built form 
would mean that the impact on the wider AONB would be negligible. She considers that 
whilst the zone of visual influence would be well contained, there would be some 
substantial adverse visual impacts from residential housing to the north east of the site 
and from housing along Rolvenden Road opposite the proposed access and car park. 
Currently these properties afford rural views across hilly pasture and the proposals 
would cause a significant change in view, particularly where the proposed access, car 
park and vehicles would be visible.  
 
She notes that the size of the proposed car park has been reduced by approximately 
20-25% and an area of informal native trees is now proposed to the east of the car park 
within the retained native hedgerow. This amendment would help to reduce the 
landscape and visual impacts caused by the proposals, particularly long-term visual 
impacts experienced from housing to the north and east of the site because views of the 
car park would eventually become filtered by the proposed native trees. However, she 
considers that there would still be some substantial adverse visual impacts from 
residential housing to the north east of the site and from housing along Rolvenden Road 
opposite the proposed access and car park. This is because of the significant change in 
view from attractive hedgerow enclosed pasture to a car park, as well as the indirect 
impacts caused by vehicle movement.  
 
She notes that the fencing proposals have been reviewed, and that the 3 metre high 
fencing originally proposed has been reduced to 1.8 metres. However, whilst the 
applicant has used timber fencing that would be more appropriate in this rural location 
to the north of the site, the 1.8m high weld mesh fencing would still form an intrusive 
element in the landscape. I would therefore question as to whether 1.8m high weld 
mesh fencing is necessary to meet current security standards.  
 
Whilst there are clear sustainability benefits of incorporating photovoltaic and solar 
thermal panels onto the proposed school hall roof, she considers that the building would 
appear slightly more in keeping with the surrounding built form without these features. 
That said, she does not consider that they would significantly detract from the overall 
built form and Kentish barn character.  
 
She considers that the following measures should be secured by condition: 

i. Details of tree protection in accordance with the relevant British Standard; 
ii. Detailed landscaping scheme to include the number of proposed trees, shrubs 

and hedging plants, together with details of their proposed species, sizes and 
methods of planting, further information regarding the wetland area and details 
of soil storage;  

iii. Details of building design materials to reflect local vernacular; and 
iv. Details of fencing design/colour/specifications.  

 

41. High Weald AONB Group – The proposed development will impact on the AONB by 
changing the character of the location from an open rural field, which makes a 
significant contribution to the setting of Benenden village within the landscape, to that of 
major built form, and associated parking, hard standing and formal areas. The location 
is particularly sensitive due to the exposed ridgeline and extensive views, particularly to 
the south. This is a highly sensitive location due to its landscape character, which will be 
much altered by the development. 

 
The development will also be isolated from the rest of the village and quite separate 
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from the existing built form and may appear incongruous in this context. The site is not 
well related to the village and will extend the area of the developed footprint of 
Benenden into the surrounding countryside. The additional hard standing / car parking 
and access will also extend the built, urbanised form further to the detriment of the rural 
location. 
 
Applying the test for major development (in paragraph 116 of the National Planning 
Policy Framework) it should be demonstrated that the development cannot be met in 
some other way or location. The alternative orchard site is better related to the village, 
its built form and less intrusive in landscape terms than this site. The application should 
clearly and demonstrably show why that site has not been selected over this more 
sensitive and exposed (in landscape terms) location. 
 
In summary, the proposal will introduce a major built form into a sensitive rural location, 
detrimental to its landscape character. It will significantly alter the character of this area, 
which makes a very positive contribution to the village setting and environment. 
Development in this location will thus have significant impacts on the AONB, both locally 
and on the long distance views from the ridgeline. Such an exception to policy for rural 
areas, recognising their intrinsic value, should only be made in exceptional 
circumstances. It has not been demonstrated that the test of these exceptional 
circumstances have been made, in particular as regards alternative ways of meeting the 
need. The development does not therefore conserve and enhance the High Weald 
AONB. 

 

42. KCC Biodiversity Projects Officer – Has no objection to the proposals and is satisfied 
with the ecological information submitted. She makes the following recommendations 
which should be included as part of any planning permission: 

i. Proposed hedgerows should incorporate the species recommended within the 
submitted Dormouse Survey Report; 

ii. A detailed mitigation strategy to be produced to minimise the potential of 
reptiles being impacted by the removal of sections of hedgerow to create new 
site access points; 

iii. Reptile fence to be erected around the site prior to the commencement of 
construction activities; 

iv. Removal of vegetation to be carried out outside of the bird breeding season, or 
to be supervised by a qualified ecologist; 

v. Precautionary mitigation to be carried out as detailed within the supporting 
information to ensure that no badgers are impacted by the proposed works; 

vi. Bats have been recorded foraging with the proposed development site – 
particularly within the south western corner of the site. The recommendations 
set out within the Bat Survey Report must be carried out to minimise the impact 
on bats using the site. Any site lighting must be designed sympathetically in 
accordance with Best Practice Guidelines; and 

vii. A detailed mitigation strategy to be submitted incorporating the precautionary 
mitigation detailed within the submitted Great Crested Newt Survey. 

 
She notes that the measures within the application proposed to offer biodiversity 
enhancements at the site, including a green roof, meadow areas and native 
hedgerows, are welcomed in accordance with the principles of the National Planning 
Policy Framework which seeks to encourage opportunities to incorporate biodiversity 
in and around new developments. A management plan should be required by 
condition to secure the successful management of these features.    
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43. KCC Public Rights of Way Officer – Makes the following comments: 
 
The proposal affects Public Footpaths WC325, WC326 and WC327. Should consent be 
granted, the development would necessitate the diversion of the right of way in order to 
go ahead. The proposed diversion routes have been included within the application and 
move the public rights of way around the perimeter of the main school site. The 
applicant should ensure adequate screening and segregation of the rights of way from 
the main site so as to prevent any future concerns regarding school security and public 
access.  
 
The proposed provision of a 2 metre self bounded gravel footpath along the enclosed 
section of WC325 on the southern boundary of the site, is acceptable in principle, as is 
the provision of 1.5 metre footway on the northern boundary. 
 
The presence of public footpaths within school sites has caused difficulty elsewhere. 
This can follow Ofsted inspection where the presence of a footpath is identified as an 
issue in respect of school security. In this instance, strong opposition to the future 
diversion or extinguishment of the public footpaths could be expected should they be 
considered an issue in terms of school security. 
 
Please note that the granting of planning consent does not entitle the developer to 
obstruct the Public Rights of Way. The development, insofar as it affects the Public 
Right of Way, must not be started until such time as the Order necessary for its 
diversion has been confirmed, and the new route provided. The successful making and 
confirmation of an Order should not be assumed.   

 

44. KCC Sustainable Drainage Engineer – Notes that KCC’s position at present is an 
advisory role but will become a regulatory role with respect to drainage approval once 
Schedule 3 of the Flood and Water Management Act (2010) commences.  
The revised Flood Risk Assessment, in response to earlier Environment Agency 
comments, incorporates additional below ground storage to ensure that any flooding 
from storm event greater than 1 in 30 year storm, does not result in adverse safety 
conditions within the parking area. Notes that as part of the revised parking layout the 
applicant has included a swale within the central reservation of the car park which 
responds positively to earlier comments and promotes surface water management at 
the surface where feasible. A detailed surface water drainage scheme with appropriate 
supporting information (including identification of the proposed discharge points from 
the system) will be required prior to the commencement of construction operations.  

 

45. KCC Archaeological Officer – Has no comments to make on the application. 
 

46. Sport England – Has no comments to make on the application. 
 

47. Kent Fire and Rescue Service – Has no observations to make at the planning 
application stage. The Fire Service will assess onsite vehicle access and means of 
escape during the Building Regulations process.  

 

48. The Ramblers – Has no comment to make on the site chosen, although there are 
significant implications for the three Public Rights of Way (WC325, WC326 and 
WC327) which currently cross the proposed site.  

i. WC325 leads from the Church eastwards to run south of the proposed school 
building, then going northeast to meet Rolvenden Road, crossing the 
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southeast corner of the school. We accept that this part will require diversion in 
part but consider the planned new route should be altered to avoid being 
adjacent to the school boundary, to cross the field boundary at the southeast 
corner of the site. This would lessen the visual impact on the path and take it 
away from the school, thus improving safety. 

ii. WC326 The line which has been walked for years has not followed the 
definitive line but is the preferable route. We do not see the need for a ‘dogs 
leg’ in the middle of the path and consider that the new line should continue 
straight across the recreation ground northwards to Rolvenden Road. 

iii. WC327 crosses the field east of the site in a roughly northwest direction to 
meet Rolvenden Road. The plan for it to pass through the car park, across the 
access road, to Rolvenden Road, we consider to be potentially dangerous with 
considerable loss of enjoyment for walkers. This path is part of the High Weald 
Landscape Trail, a national long distance path. We consider that WC327 
should be diverted to avoid the car park altogether. In any event, this path 
cannot be diverted under the 1992 Regulations. 

 
They further comment that all these matters will be discussed in full when the formal 
proposal to divert parts of WC325, WC326 and WC327 are published. 
 
These Public Rights of Way matters apart, the Ramblers has no issue with the design 
of the school buildings.    
 

49. Campaign to Protect Rural England (Protect Kent) – Accept that a new primary 
school is needed and that making an exception to build on a Greenfield site appears to 
be necessary as there is no suitable site for it within the Limits to Built Development. 
However, we are concerned that the proposed development, being up on a hill, will be 
detrimental to the character of the AONB. We recognise that the proposal attempts to 
mitigate the harm by careful design, but in our view the alternative site, known as “Site 
1” or “The Old Orchard), would be less harmful to the landscape, as well as leaving the 
historic Public Rights of Way undisturbed. We understand that the alternative site is 
available, and we are not convinced that the problems the application identifies for that 
site could not be overcome. 

 
We are concerned that the lighting which will be associated with the school and car park 
will be damaging to the character of the AONB in this near-hilltop position, by 
substantially increasing the visible spread of the built-up area when viewed on a winter 
evening from the Rolvenden Road. We also question whether the proposed site 
entrance is in a safe place. 

 

Local MemberLocal MemberLocal MemberLocal Member    

 
50. The local County Council Member Mr Roger Manning was notified of the application in 

May 2012. Mr Manning was notified of additional information in August 2012 and in 
October 2012.  

    

PublicityPublicityPublicityPublicity 

 
51. The application was publicised by the posting of several site notices around the 

application site, a newspaper advertisement, and the individual notification of 186 
nearby properties. The site notices and newspaper advertisement identified that the 
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proposed development is a departure application as it does not accord with the 
provisions of the development plan in force in the area. It also indicates that the 
application site is close to the Benenden Conservation Area and is likely to affect its 
character and/or appearance, may affect the setting of nearby Listed Buildings, and 
may affect the setting of three Public Rights of Way (WC325, WC326 and WC327). 

 
52. As a result of several batches of further supporting information being submitted by the 

applicant, the application was re-publicised by the posting of several new site notices 
around the application site and fresh new newspaper advertisements.   
 

RepresentationsRepresentationsRepresentationsRepresentations 

 

53. At the time of writing, 53 letters (or emails or online comments) of objection and 175 

letters (or emails or online comments) of support have been received. The main points 
of objection and support (in one or more of the letters) are summarised under the sub 
headings as follows:- 
 
Objection 

• Building the new Primary School on the Ridge/Pasture site would result in the 
urbanisation of an outstandingly beautiful part of the rural Weald, notably through 
new built form, site fencing and light spill; 

• Unacceptable to build on the Ridge/Pasture site when other suitable locations are 
available within the village; 

• The development is contrary to National, Regional and Local Planning Policy 
concerning development in the AONB and countryside; 

• The majority of school pupils approach from the west – it would be more 
appropriate to build a new school on that side of the village; 

• The highway reports undertaken by the applicant’s transport consultant must be 
independently assessed; 

• The proposed new vehicular entrance to the school would be located almost 
opposite a private driveway serving two houses (Broughton House and Camellia 
House) leading to highway safety and loss of privacy concerns. There is no 
mention of this private access driveway within the Transport Statement. Residents 
would not be able to get out of their driveways during school arrival or departure 
times; 

• The proposed new vehicular access point has been positioned in the most 
dangerous part of any road in Benenden; 

• The Transport Statement has proven that cars are already travelling in excess of 
40mph along this part of the road (even though the speed limit is 30mph); 

• The proposed traffic calming scheme fails to mention or make provision for an 
existing bus stop 13 metres from the proposed vehicular entrance; 

• No details of sight lines have been provided for the proposed vehicular entrance;  

• During winter months residents of Leybourne Dell leave their cars on the road 
opposite the new school entrance as they are unable to drive out of their roads 
because it is steep and icy – another potential hazard; 

• Accidents which have occurred recently at the Leybourne Dell junction appear to 
have been ‘overlooked’ by the Highway Authority in this instance; 

• Instead of the currently proposed new vehicular access onto Rolvenden Road a 
mini roundabout should be created to serve the new school and Leybourne Dell; 

• The large area of tarmac car parking would cause considerable runoff water with 
nowhere for it to go except people’s gardens – there is currently a problem with 
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surface water runoff from the application site; this application would only 
compound that problem; 

• The size of the car park is far in excess of what is required for a village school; 

• Why can a shared access and car park not be developed with the Village Hall? 

• The proposals would lead to an increase in off-site parking near Pullington 
Cottages and in Leybourne Dell during school drop-off and pick-up times;  

• Walking routes to the new site from the village centre are inadequate; 

• The application site is always colder than anywhere else in the village, with strong 
prevailing winds – it is therefore not an appropriate location for a new school; 

• A large percentage of children are based outside the village and from other places 
such as Cranbrook; the school is an area school not a village school; 

• Concerns that local democracy has not been listened to – the Parish Poll in 2007 
clearly indicated a strong preference to develop a new school on Site 1; 

• The development appears ‘crammed’ with little space for long-term growth, little 
provision for outdoor sport (The Glebe Field is not in control of the applicant) and 
yet there are other sites capable of providing much more space efficiently; 

• Farmland which lies immediately south of the application site could pose a number 
of hazards on children attending a new school through farming practices such as 
crop spraying; 

• The proposed building floorspace falls short of the size criteria set out by 
Government in Building Bulletin 99; 

• Concerns raised relating to proximity to current trees on site, a number of which 
are covered by Tree Preservation Orders; 

• The proposed materials are claimed to be representative of local “vernacular” – 
instead it is a monumental structure with a utopian mindset for a village school that 
provides each classroom with toilets and garden and break-out areas. The odd 
shaped classrooms are difficult spaces and circulation space would be poor; 

• Concerns raised regarding maintenance costs associated with some of the 
proposed school’s building materials; 

• No proper comparative costs have been provided for schemes to develop a new 
primary school on Sites 1 and 8; 

• Benenden CEP School already enjoys a number of valuable links with Benenden 
Girls School. The physical distance between the two schools would be greater if 
the new primary school is built on the ridge/pasture site; 

• Unacceptable impact on the High Weald Landscape Trail (footpath WC327) which 
would have to be diverted as part of the new school development; 

• The proposals would cause unacceptable harm to ecological interests on site; 

• The proposals may lead to further harmful development in the village; and 

• The public consultation surrounding this application has been undemocratic and 
manipulative and merits investigation. 

 
Support 

• Fail to understand why some Benenden Parish Councillors and villagers are 
against a new school – a new school within this village is long overdue; 

• Feel very strongly about not just a new school but also the community, its 
cohesiveness and future economic and social sustainability; 

• The current school is unsustainable for the long-term. If a ‘do nothing’ approach 
was adopted by KCC then the school would close and a key community facility 
would be lost – that is totally unacceptable; 

• The school is essential to the continuing vitality of the village which faces 
increased commercial pressures from surrounding towns. The school is rightly a 
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great draw to the area; 

• The proposed building has been sympathetically designed, well-placed and 
unobtrusive with proximity to the Church and Village Hall placing the children 
where they should be: at the heart of the village; 

• The designs for the new school are innovative and would inspire future 
generations to excel; 

• Support the designs of an ecologically sustainable building and landscaped 
environment; 

• Support the proposed traffic calming measures to slow traffic on Rolvenden Road 
near the new school vehicular entrance; 

• Considerable time is currently wasted due to the split facilities of the existing 
school, making teaching conditions challenging; 

• Current school buildings are unsafe and unsuitable to modern teaching practices. 
Despite this the School still achieves fantastic results – imagine what could be 
achieved in a modern, purpose built primary school; 

• Ideal location near the Church, meaning that the School would be able to maintain 
the familiarity and strong links that have been established with the Church over 
many years; 

• Attended the Public Meeting on the 23 July 2012 and witnessed the overwhelming 
public support for a new school;  

• Supports the plans for the new Primary School, however would like to see the 
County Council and Harmsworth Memorial Trust working together in the future to 
find a better solution to the access and parking arrangements proposed; and 

• Please approve the plans for a new school and build it at the earliest possible 
opportunity. 

 
54. I have also received a letter expressing concerns about the nature of the Public Meeting 

held at Benenden Village Hall on the 23 July 2012. (Note that this was a meeting 
arranged by the Local Member and not a Planning Authority meeting). The complaint 
relates to the tactics employed by the School and its supporters, which gave them an 
unfair advantage over anybody with opposing views. The letter points out that most of 
the people who are opposed to the school plans are not against there being a new 
school, but have genuine concerns about building on the current site set out in the 
application.  
 

55. A number of letters of representation have been received from the following 
organisations, with the key views summarised as follows:  

 

i. Benenden Amenity and Countryside Society (BACS) – BACS is the largest 
village membership group in Benenden and was formed in 1989. The proposed 
primary school development is a particularly contentious application as it has 
been the basis of a long-running debate in Benenden which has split the 
community down the middle. Because the application is for construction on the 
highest and most visible point at the edge of the village and in an AONB, we 
have asked our members to put in their personal comments. BACS is therefore 
not making its own submission at this stage. The Society however is in favour 
of a new primary school being built in the parish. 
 

ii. Benenden Village Hall Management Committee – The Committee is 
concerned that Tunbridge Wells Borough Council, in making the decision to 
site the village school on the Ridge/Glebe Field site, has not given due 
consideration to many of the concerns which we, as the Committee and all 
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people who actually live in the village, have regarding the proposed location.  
The proposed point of access for cars and parking provision is far too limited 
for realistic day to day use – a simple observation of the amount of vehicles 
and the general driving behaviour at the current site will bear this out. This will 
undoubtedly result in many parents using the Village Hall as an overflow facility 
with potentially dangerous consequences. These consequences need to be 
considered in the light of the disruption they cause to other legitimate users of 
this facility and the potential harm to children.  
 
The Benenden Village Hall is a business under the auspices of the 
Harmsworth Charitable Trust. As a business, we rely on the ability of our hirers 
to use our car park for the legitimate purposes. We freely allow other 
individuals to use our car parking for their legitimate business; becoming an 
over flow car park for the school does not constitute legitimate business. 
 
Siting the school in the proposed location will undoubtedly mean that unless we 
close the car park to non-hall users, we will lose control of one of our key 
assets. The wear and tear on the car park will increase and the hall will be 
regarded as a less attractive venue by potential hirers. 
 
As the guardians and trustees of this important village amenity, we feel it is 
high time the consultation process acknowledged the concerns that we have 
which are widely echoed among people who actually live in the village (as the 
disregarded referendum demonstrated).  
 
The Committee hopes that the proposal to site the school on the Glebe Field 
will be rejected and that approval will be given to a site which better suits the 
needs of the School and its children and causes less disruption to the 
community as a whole. 
 
A letter has been received from a Benenden resident questioning whether the 
village hall car park could be incorporated into the applicant’s proposals for the 
new primary school on the Pasture site. It fundamentally disagrees with the 
claimed statement that a shared vehicular access to the new school through 
the village hall could not be entertained due to legal obstacles associated with 
the Harmsworth Trust.  

 

iii. Open Spaces Society – Objects most strongly to this planning application for 
a new primary school and associated development at Benenden. The site is 
located in the High Weald AONB and is on a prominent, elevated spot where it 
will be visible for miles around. The development will suburbanise this 
extremely attractive village and the lighting will make it particularly intrusive. 
We note that there are three footpaths crossing this site and the developers 
state that two of these routes will need to be diverted, but there is no 
guarantee that such diversions can take place since they will be highly 
controversial. The routes are important paths providing easy access within the 
village and one of them is part of the High Weald Trail. If the development 
goes ahead, the landscape of this recreational route would be significantly 
blighted. For all these reasons, we urge the Council to reject this damaging 
planning application.  
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Having considered the further information submitted by the applicant, notes 
that the amendments do nothing to change their view on this application.  
 

iv. National Farmers Union – Notes that a letter from the NFU Group Secretary 
at Tenterden was submitted to the County Council, accompanying a letter from 
a neighbouring farmer to the application site. This letter was legitimately sent 
by the NFU Group Secretary’s on NFU letterhead and made clear that it was 
on behalf of, or reflecting the views of the local farmer, and not a NFU 
objection to the planning application.  
 
To be clear, the letter is in no way an NFU position statement or NFU objection 
to this planning application. The comments were general in nature and did not 
refer to any site-specific health and safety hazards or farming operations. 
Many schools are located adjacent to farmland and the two activities are not 
mutually exclusive. Farm hazards are identified and risks are mitigated and 
managed by legislation, infrastructure and codes of practice, much as other 
hazards would be in cases of nearby roads, railways or factories, for example. 
 
The NFU does not object in principle to locating schools or any other type of 
development next to farms, provided the farms are not then subjected to 
enforcement action constraining their legitimate commercial operations due to 
the proximity of the new development. 
 

v. The Parish of St. George Benenden Parochial Church Council – The 
Parochial Church Council of St. George’s Church, Benenden, values very 
highly its links with the Church of England Primary School; representatives of 
the Parochial Church Council work as Governors and the school’s affairs 
feature as an agenda item of every Parochial Church Council meeting. 
 
The Parochial Church Council has never had any doubts about the need for 
the Primary School to have new premises, or about the urgency. During the 
processes of investigation and consultation about possible sites, the Parochial 
Church Council declined to make any corporate decision, beyond expressing 
unqualified support for negotiating an agreement for the continued use of the 
‘Glebe Field’ for school sports if this is needed.  
 
The Parochial Church Council has taken notes of the debates within the parish 
following KCC’s planning application, and is well aware of the objections that 
have been lodged, including that of the Parish Council.  
 
The Parochial Church Council at its meeting on 22 October 2012 discussed its 
stance on the planning application and considers that the application has the 
following compelling merits: 
 

• The location retains the centrality of the school to the community facilities 
of the Church, the Village Hall, the Recreation Ground and the Green; 
and 

• The Glebe Field is a significant feature of the village and the application 
will permit the continuation of the historic shared use by the school and 
community to the benefit of all.  
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Discussion 

 
Introduction 

 
56. The application seeks planning permission for the construction of a new 1FE primary 

school with associated facilities, together with a new dedicated vehicular access off 
Rolvenden Road. The application is being reported to the Planning Applications 
Committee as planning objections have been raised by Benenden Parish Council, the 
High Weald AONB Unit, Campaign to Protect Rural England, local residents and others.  

 
57. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that 

planning applications are determined in accordance with the Development Plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. In the context of this application, the 
Development Plan Policies set out in paragraph (35) are of greatest relevance. It should 
be noted that the South East Plan remains part of the development plan although the 
Government’s intention to abolish regional spatial strategies is a material planning 
consideration and the weight given to it is a matter for the decision maker. The National 
Planning Policy Framework is also a material planning consideration, as is the Policy 
Statement on Planning for Schools Development. 
 

58. In my opinion, the key material planning considerations in this particular case can be 
categorised under the following headings:  
 
- the principle of development of a new school within the AONB outside the built 

confines of the village, having regard to current National, Regional and Local 
Planning Policy; 

- the impact of the development proposals on statutory designations, including the 
Benenden Conservation Area, nearby Listed Buildings and Public Footpaths 
(WC325, WC326 and WC327); 

- the visual impact and design issues associated with the proposals; 
- the impact of the development proposals on the local road network, highway safety 

and the acceptable of off-road vehicle parking provisions; 
- ecological considerations; and 
- other issues arising from consultation/publicity. 
 
Principle of Development 

 
59. As stated in paragraph (5) above the application site is located entirely within the High 

Weald AONB. This designation washes across the entire village of Benenden extending 
(at its least part) some 3 kilometres north east of the village towards Tenterden. The 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is very clear that great weight should be 
given to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in AONBs, which have the highest 
status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty. It also states that the 
conservation of wildlife and cultural heritage are important considerations in AONBs. 
The NPPF goes on to state that planning permission should be refused for major 
developments in AONBs except in exceptional circumstances and where it can be 
demonstrated they are in the public interest. It states at paragraph 116 that 
consideration of such applications should include an assessment of: 

 
- the need for the development, including in terms of any national considerations, and 

the impact of permitting it, or refusing it, upon the local economy; 
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- the cost of, and scope for, developing elsewhere outside the designated area, or 
meeting the need for it in some other way; and 

- any detrimental effect on the environment, the landscape and recreational 
opportunities, and the extent to which that could be moderated. 

 
60. Policy C3 of the South East Plan states that high priority will be given to conservation 

and enhancement of natural beauty in AONBs and planning decisions should have 
regard to their setting. It states that in considering proposals for development, the 
emphasis should be on small-scale proposals that are sustainably located and 
designed. It also states that proposals which support the economies and social well 
being of AONBs and their communities will be encouraged, provided that they do not 
conflict with the aim of conserving and enhancing natural beauty.  

 
61. Similarly, Policy CP4 of the Tunbridge Wells Borough Core Strategy states that the High 

Weald AONB will be conserved and enhanced, with the Borough’s Landscape 
Character Area Assessment (2002) used to manage, conserve and enhance the 
landscape as a whole. The Landscape Character Area Assessment (2002, as amended 
and subsequently adopted as the Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment: 2

nd
 

Edition, 2011) forms a Supplementary Planning Document as part of the Local 
Development Framework. It identifies the village of Benenden as Local Character Area 
6: Benenden Wooded Farmland. A summary of this landscape is stated to be “a 
peaceful rural landscape of rolling hills and scattered farmsteads and rural dwellings, 
often concealed by woodlands and the topography, but representing a rich built 
heritage. The interconnected wooded framework, created by the ecologically-valuable 
incised ghylls and field boundary shaws, is one of the defining features of the area. The 
landscape also has an ‘ornamental’ overlay created by formal parklands, which can be 
glimpsed from the public roads.” The objectives for this Local Character Area are stated 
as: 

 
- maintain the essentially wooded and rural agricultural character of the area; 
- ensure that well-managed, small-scale agricultural character remains intact. 

Hedgerow loss and larger-scale arable farming becoming dominant in some areas 
results in the loss of ecological interest and aesthetic appeal which could potentially 
destroy the scale of the landscape; and 

- ensure that the existing pattern of settlement, i.e. small-scale dispersed rural 
buildings which are not visually prominent and are hidden by the landform and 
wooded cover, is protected.   

 
62. It is therefore important to assess the proposed new primary school development 

against these National, Regional and Local AONB policies. First, it is important to 
establish the need for a new primary school within the village. The case of need for a 
new primary school is stated in paragraph (6) above, and essentially is based around 
the current split school site being too small, dated and unsatisfactory for modern 
teaching practices. The applicant has stated that if a new school were not to be 
provided in the village (i.e. a ‘do nothing’ approach), then either the school would 
continue to provide an inadequate teaching environment for staff and pupils which 
would not be sustainable in the longer-term, or that existing schools elsewhere would 
have to accommodate the displaced school provision. The applicant has advised that 
the latter solution (i.e. to close the school and displace the primary school provision to 
other local schools) would neither be feasible in education provision terms nor suitable 
in sustainability terms given the number of pupils involved and the impact upon the 
village community that would inevitably follow. I accept these arguments and consider 
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that there is a strong case of need for developing a new Primary School for Benenden. I 
note that as part of the consultations I have undertaken on this application, whilst it is 
fair to say that views have been split over the delivery of a new primary school, the case 
of need for actually replacing the school with modern, fit for purpose teaching 
accommodation, has generally not been contested. I consider that the primary school is 
an important and integral part of the existing village community and that there is strong 
planning policy support for such community facilities to be retained and enhanced as 
well as good sustainability arguments for providing such facilities close to the very 
communities in which they serve.   

 
63. Following a strong case of need having been established, the next consideration turns 

on an appropriate choice of site in order to deliver a new Primary School for the village. 
The first noteworthy point to make is that it is not possible to redevelop the existing 
Primary School site owing to its constrained size and the buildings Listed status. I note 
that the process of trying to find an appropriate site has a significant amount of history 
attached to it, dating back to early consultations and a public meeting held in March 
2005. I also note that the issue surrounding an appropriate site has been at the very 
heart of the deliberations in the consultation responses received on this application. 

 
64. Following initial feasibility work undertaken by the applicant, it became evident that 

there were no previously developed sites available within the village ‘built confines’ 
which could be capable of accommodating a new primary school. All suitable sites were 
those located on the edge of the village, falling outside of the Limits of Built 
Development as identified in the Tunbridge Wells Borough Local Plan. All suitable sites 
also fell within the High Weald AONB designation. The only viable option was therefore 
to provide a new Primary School on greenfield land outside of the existing village 
envelope. 

 
65. A process of selecting a number of potential development sites was undertaken by the 

applicant between 2005 and 2008, as detailed in paragraphs (8) to (13) above. In 
essence an initial six potential sites were narrowed down to just two, with those two 
preferred sites being referred to as Site 1 (New Pond Road, also referred to as the 
‘Orchard Site’) and Site 8 (the general site now being pursued). These two preferred 
sites were recognised by the Borough Council as part of its emerging Local 
Development Framework, but the option of Site 8 put forward by the Borough Council 
originally included building directly on the Glebe Field, a proposal considered wholly 
inappropriate by the School and KCC given the open space and community value of the 
Glebe Field to the village. The current application site is therefore a variation on the 
original Site 8. 

 
66. In January 2007 a Parish Poll was arranged by Benenden Parish Council (in 

consultation with the Borough Council) which was designed to inform the Parish Council 
of local views on which site should be chosen for developing a new Primary School. The 
Parish Poll was designed to inform the Parish Council’s consultee views on the 
emerging Borough Council Local Development Framework, and was not binding and 
had no statutory power. Some 522 votes were cast, with 56.7% voting in favour of Site 
1 and 43.3% in favour of Site 8 (41.4% for Site 8A – the pasture site, 1.9% for Site 8B – 
the Glebe Field). During the processing of the current application, doubt has been cast 
on the reliability of the results of the Parish Poll and it should be borne in mind that this 
was undertaken in 2007 to assist the Parish Council at that time, was not binding and 
had no statutory power. Moreover, it should be borne in mind that planning applications 
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are not determined on the basis of popularity, but rather through a balancing of the 
material land use planning aspects. 
 

67. On the basis of the significant time taken to progress the allocation of a new site for a 
replacement primary school within the emerging Borough Council Local Development 
Framework, the applicant chose to progress the new school via the planning application 
route, holding pre-application discussions with the County Planning Authority as the 
relevant determining Planning Authority. The applicant subsequently decided that 
building on the pasture site presented the most appropriate location for a replacement 
primary school, on the proviso that the Glebe Field remained undeveloped and that a 
high standard of design appropriate to the sites AONB siting could be achieved. 

 
68. Whilst I note that much debate continues within the local community about the most 

appropriate choice of site, the replacement Primary School is proposed on the pasture 
site adjacent to the Glebe Field. Members should be advised that it is the current 
proposals (including the use of the pasture site) which must be assessed on its 
individual planning merits; i.e. Members must consider the application that is before 
them and not the merits of any alternative proposals or site not currently being 
proposed. For the purposes of the NPPF policy test relating to AONBs, I am satisfied 
that developing a new school outside of the AONB is neither practical nor possible in 
this instance given the wide-reaching area covered by this policy designation. Whilst I 
accept that there may be alternative site(s) within the village which could accommodate 
a new primary school in principle (assuming that no other issues, such as land 
ownership, precluded that) the acceptability of the current application site in planning 
terms must be considered first in this instance.    

 
69. As noted above, the application site is located outside of the Limits of Built 

Development, as identified by Policy LBD1 of the Tunbridge Wells Borough Local Plan. 
This is also true of any alternative potential development site(s) for a new school within 
the village. Policy LBD1 states that outside of the limits of built development, 
development will only be permitted where it would be in accordance with all other 
policies contained within the Local Plan.  
 

70. Having considered the policy tests for AONBs set out in National, Regional and Local 
Planning Policy, I have established that there is a strong case of need for a new primary 
school within the village. I have also concluded that there would undoubtedly be a 
negative impact on the community (and associated impact on the village economy) 
should this important community facility not be retained within the village itself, and 
whichever site is selected it would inevitably be located within the AONB. I am also 
convinced that there is no scope for developing a replacement Primary School 
elsewhere outside of the AONB, nor meeting the need in some other way. In particular, 
the AONB extends well beyond the immediate environs of Benenden, and a site outside 
of the AONB would be neither sustainable nor realistically a replacement school for 
Benenden. The only alternative solution would be to expand the next nearest Primary 
Schools, which notwithstanding the space constraints for any expansion at these other 
schools, is regarded as unacceptable to the Education Authority, the School and the 
local community. Whilst there would inevitably be some detrimental effects on the 
environment and landscape of the AONB as a result of this major development 
proposal, I consider that the proposed design, siting and mitigating measures (as 
discussed further below), are sufficient to together with the need and locational 
arguments, constitute exceptional circumstances to justify setting aside the general 
presumption against major development in the AONB in this particular case. 
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71. Whilst there may be other development site(s) within the locality which could potentially 
used for a new school, it is important to first consider the planning merits of the current 
application. The planning merits relating to the impact on other statutory designations, 
the wider landscape and visual impacts and other relevant issues are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. Additionally, there is strong Government policy support for the 
development of schools to cater for the community needs in the Policy Statement on 
Planning for Schools Development, and that does not preclude such development in 
areas that are within designated landscapes. Accordingly, I would not raise an objection 
to the principle of the development of a new Primary School within the High Weald 
AONB and outside of the Limits of Built Development.  
 

72. Whilst it is recognised that the proposed development is a departure application, in so 
far as it does not accord with the provisions of the Development Plan in force in the 
area, there is no requirement under the Town and Country Planning (Consultation) 
(England) Direction 2009 for this application to be referred to the Secretary of State for 
Communities and Local Government.  
 

Impact on Other Statutory Designations 
 
73. A number of other statutory designations exist within close proximity to the application 

site. These designation include the Benenden Conservation Area which covers a large 
part of the village, including the village green, St George’s Church and extends to a 
point along Rolvenden Road just west of Leybourne Dell; a number of Listed Buildings, 
the closest being Tudor Cottage (Grade II) fronting Rolvenden Road on the north side 
of the village hall playing field and St. Georges Church (Grade II*) to the west of the 
Glebe Field; and three Public Rights of Way (WC325, WC326 and WC327) which all 
cross the application site. These statutory designations are all shown on the Site 
Location Plan on Page D1.2. 
 

74. First it is important to consider the impact of this development on the setting of the 
Benenden Conservation Area and Listed Buildings. The NPPF states that in 
determining planning applications, local planning authorities should take account of: the 
desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets (which 
include Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings); the positive contribution that 
conservation of heritage assets can make to sustainable communities; and the 
desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local character and 
distinctiveness. It also states that when considering the impact of a proposed 
development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be 
given to the asset’s conservation. 
 

75. Similarly, South East Plan Policy BE6 states that support will be given to proposals 
which protect, conserve and where appropriate, enhance the historic environment and 
the contribution it makes to local and regional distinctiveness and sense of place. 
Tunbridge Wells Local Plan Policy EN5 states that proposals within, or affecting the 
character of, a conservation area will only be permitted if a range of criteria are met, 
including (amongst other matters) that the proposals would preserve and enhance the 
character and appearance of the area. Policy CP4 of the Borough Council LDF Core 
Strategy similarly states that the Borough’s heritage assets, including Listed Buildings 
and Conservation Areas, will be conserved and enhanced and special regard had to 
their settings.  
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76. The westerly extent of the Benenden Conservation Area extends to a point along 
Rolvenden Road just east of Leybourne Dell. The development site for the new Primary 
School is separated from the Conservation Area by Rolvenden Road and the existing 
village hall recreation ground. Owing to the topography of the land and the existing built 
form of the village, views of the development site from the Conservation Area would 
only be experienced from Rolvenden Road at various vantage points opposite the 
recreation ground. These views would be across ground which slopes upwards 
(westwards, towards the application site) and separated by existing boundary 
vegetation, consisting of tree and hedgerow planting, located around the edge of the 
recreation ground. Taking these factors into account, views of the proposed 
development from the Conservation Area would be principally those of the new school 
hall building, including its tile hung roof. These proposed views have been modelled by 
the applicant and photomontage views will be available for inspection at the Committee 
Meeting itself. The external appearance of the proposed school hall has been designed 
to appear as a Kentish barn style building, with timber boarded elevations sitting below 
a tile hung roof. Photovoltaic solar panels and solar thermal panels are proposed for the 
roof of the school hall, although these would be mounted on the south-facing roof slope 
which faces away from the Conservation Area. On the basis of the distance from the 
Conservation Area, the topography of the land and intervening vegetation separating 
both the Conservation Area and proposed development, and the Kentish barn style 
vernacular proposed, I do not consider that the proposed development would result in 
any unacceptable or overriding harm to the character or appearance of the 
neighbouring Benenden Conservation Area. I note that the County Council’s Landscape 
Advisor agrees with this view, owing to the proposals being visually well contained and 
because of the sensitive design of the buildings.  
 

77. The nearest Listed Buildings to the proposed development are Tudor Cottage (Grade II) 
which is located on Rolvenden Road opposite the village hall recreation ground and St. 
Georges Church (Grade II*) located west of the application site beyond the Glebe Field. 
There are also a number of Grade II Listed memorials located around the village, 
including a number within St. George’s Churchyard, outside Benenden Village Hall and 
on the road junction between Rolvenden Road and Walkhurst Road. For the same 
reasons as described above in paragraph (76), I do not consider that the proposed 
development would result in an unacceptable or overriding harm to the setting of Tudor 
Cottage. Moreover, it is not reasonable to seek to protect the wider setting of Listed 
buildings (other than Grade I and II*) given that many share street space with other non 
Listed buildings.  
 

78. The application site is separated from St. George’s Church by the Glebe Field. A 
number of dense boundary screens exist between the church itself and the application 
site, notably those located on the boundaries of the Glebe Field with both the 
application site and the Churchyard. Accordingly, views from the Churchyard towards 
the application site (and visa versa) are extremely limited. Given the separation 
distances involved and the boundary vegetation which currently exists I do not consider 
there to be any unacceptable or overriding harm to the setting of St. George’s Church, 
an important Grade II* Listed Building. I further note that as part of the development 
proposals, the existing boundary vegetation (including trees and hedgerow) between 
the application site and the Glebe Field would be maintained and protected during any 
construction activities.  
 

79. As detailed in paragraph (4) and as shown on Page D1.2, three Public Rights of Way 
run across the application site. These are Rights of Way WC325, WC326 and WC327. 
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The High Weald Landscape Trail passes across one of these Rights of Way (WC327) 
as it crosses the application site. The High Weald Landscape Trail is a 145 km (90 mile) 
route that runs through the High Weald AONB from east to west, taking in the counties 
of West Sussex, East Sussex and Kent. In order to facilitate the proposed school 
development, all three Rights of Way would be subject to some degree of realignment 
from their current definitive positions. These diversions would be subject to a separate 
application process for which the applicant would need to apply to the County Council’s 
Public Rights of Way Team in order to implement. It is however important to consider 
the impact of the proposed development upon the setting of the various Public Rights of 
Way as part of the planning considerations of this development. To this effect, Policy 
C6 of the South East Plan states that local authorities should encourage access to the 
countryside by maintaining, enhancing and promoting the PROW network.  
 

80. The PROW diversions (which would need to be pursued by the applicant following the 
successful grant of planning permission) are described in paragraph (28) above. In 
summary, these would involve the realignment of footpath WC326 along its current 
trodden route to the west of the Glebe Field boundary, diversion of footpath WC325 to 
avoid conflict with the footprint of the proposed school building, and a slight re-
alignment of footpath WC327 along Rolvenden Road to the north of the application site, 
across the new vehicular access and through the corner of the proposed car park into 
the pasture beyond. I consider that the key changes to the setting of the various Rights 
of Way would be as a result of the new school building and the proposed car park which 
would introduce additional built development into an area which is currently used for 
open agricultural purposes. Generally speaking the Rights of Way which leave the edge 
of built confines of the village would be subject to some further built development before 
reaching the open countryside beyond. Whilst I accept that there would inevitably be a 
degree of visual change to each of the various Rights of Way, I do not consider that 
these changes would be unacceptable or seriously damage the enjoyment of users of 
the footpaths, such that planning permission should be refused on these grounds alone. 
I consider that the wider community benefit of developing a new Primary School far 
outweighs any slight visual changes associated with the relatively modest re-alignments 
of these footpaths and consider that issues such as landscape treatment and fence 
details adjoining the various rights of way through the application site, and the surface 
treatment of the surfaces of the rights of way, to mitigate some of the detriment to the 
Rights of Way can be appropriately secured by condition on any planning consent.  
 

81. Having considered the various impacts of the proposed development on the other 
statutory designations, including the Benenden Conservation Area, nearby Listed 
Buildings, and the three Public Rights of Way which currently pass through the 
application site, I do not consider there to be any overriding significant harm such that 
planning permission should be refused on these grounds. I consider that the proposed 
development broadly accords with the development plan policies which seek to 
conserve and enhance existing heritage assets within the village. 

 
Visual Impact and Design Issues 
 
82. The building design for the new Primary School has followed a ‘U’ shaped form and 

footprint, with individual classrooms laid out around a central courtyard and hard play 
area. The main ‘U’ shaped classroom building would be single storey, sitting below a 
green roof with native species and sedum plug plants, sown with a seed mix containing 
a variety of native species grasses and flowers. The main school building would be 5 
metres high to the ridge line, with a maximum ridge height of 103.5 metres AOD. The 
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main school hall is designed to reflect local vernacular, through a combination of a tiled 
pitch roof and timber boarded elevations. The school hall would be just under 8 metres 
high to the ridge line, with a maximum ridge height of 106.5 metres AOD.  
 

83. The proposed school buildings would be ‘cut-in’ to the existing ground contours with an 
internal finished floor level of 98.5 metres AOD. To put this in perspective, ground levels 
at the northern extent of the new school are at approximately 98.5 metres AOD and at 
the south eastern corner of the new school between approximately 100 and 100.5 
metres AOD. In relation to existing ground contours the new school hall would extend 
approximately 8 metres above existing levels, whilst the main ‘U’ shaped classroom 
building would extend between 3 and 3.5 metres above existing ground levels. The ‘cut’ 
materials would be redistributed across the pasture land to the east of the primary 
school and car park area to create a natural landform, some 600-700 mm higher than 
existing ground contours. This pasture area would be seeded to create a late cut, 
species rich wildflower hay meadow.   
 

84. The NPPF states that great importance will be attached to the design of the built 
environment. It states that good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, is 
indivisible from good planning, and should contribute positively to making places better 
for people. It also states that although visual appearance and the architecture of 
individual buildings are very important factors, securing high quality and inclusive design 
goes beyond aesthetic considerations. Therefore, planning decisions should address 
the connections between people and places and the integration of new development 
into the natural, built and historic environment.  
 

85. Policy EN1 of the Tunbridge Wells Local Plan requires (amongst other matters) that the 
design of proposals, encompassing scale, layout and orientation of buildings, site 
coverage by buildings, external appearance, roofscape, materials and landscaping, 
would respect the context of the site. It also states that proposals should not result in 
the loss of trees, shrubs or hedges, or other features important to the character of the 
built up area or landscape.  
 

86. As set out in paragraph (53) above, concerns have been expressed regarding the visual 
impact of the new school proposals. Similar concerns have also been expressed by the 
High Weald AONB Group (paragraph 41), Campaign to Protect Rural England 
(paragraph 49) and the Open Spaces Society (paragraph 55). Generally speaking, 
these objections consider that the proposed development would impact on the AONB by 
changing the character of the location from an open rural field, which makes a 
significant contribution to the setting of Benenden village within the landscape, to that of 
major built form, and associated parking, hard standing and formal areas. It has also 
been stated that the chosen site is located on the highest and most exposed point of 
the village (the site has been referred to by some as the “ridge” site) where any new 
built form would be most prominent. Objections have also focussed on the current 
application site being far more visually prominent than other potential development 
locations within the village, such as Site 1 (New Pond Road). 
 

87. As previously stated above, this application (including the choice of site) needs to be 
tested on its own planning merits. In my view the proposed design of the new school 
building has been developed having regard to its sensitive landscape setting, which 
arguably has not been the case with other more visually prominent buildings in the 
village. The building is proposed to be ‘cut-in’ to the sloping topography of the land 
which would reduce its overall built form and visual impact in the wider landscape. The 
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building would also be single storey in the main, with a double height school hall owing 
to its required height to meet educational requirements, such as PE lessons. The 
chosen palette of building materials would be wholly appropriate for this sensitive 
landscape, including a green roof to the single ‘U’ shaped storey classroom building and 
a traditional tile hung and timber boarded ‘Kentish’ barn style school hall, and generally 
accords with the vernacular and materials suitable for a High Weald village setting.  
 

88. The size of the proposed new school car park has attracted objections throughout the 
processing of this application. It was previously claimed (by the Borough Council and 
other objectors) that the size of the car park was too large for the School’s own 
requirements, resulting in a greater visual impact that would otherwise result with a 
smaller car park. After further consideration, the applicant has reduced the size of the 
proposed car park by some 22 percent, down from the originally proposed 67 vehicle 
parking spaces to 52 spaces. A revised car park layout has been submitted which has 
resulted in an increase in landscape planting provisions along the north-eastern 
boundary of the car park towards the pasture area, in the area previously allocated for 
car parking. I would support the revised car park layout and size, which lessens its 
visual impact by adjusting the land take of parking to planting, within the same footprint 
of land.   
 

89. The proposed school development would be set within new landscape planting, 
consisting of a mix of native trees and thicket planting together with native hedgerows. 
The indicative planting scheme, incorporating hedgerows with interspersed tree 
planting, would be generally consistent with other field boundaries within the area as 
identified as an important feature within the Borough Council Landscape Character 
Area Assessment (2

nd
 Edition, 2011). Existing trees and shrubs along the boundary of 

the application site with the Village Hall recreation ground and Glebe Field would be 
maintained and protected during construction activities in accordance with the relevant 
British Standard and this could be appropriately secured by planning condition. 
Additional tree planting is also proposed near the northern boundary of the site with the 
recreation ground as well as within the car park and surrounding the surface water 
balancing pond located near Rolvenden Road.  
 

90. As detailed above, the adjacent pasture land to the east of the new school and car park 
would be re-graded (some 600-700mm above existing ground contour levels) using ‘cut’ 
materials, with the land treated and seeded to create a late cut, species rich wildflower 
hay meadow. The re-grading of this land would help to soften views across the 
application site, specifically of the proposed new car park, from Rolvenden Road when 
entering the village from an easterly direction and from houses located at Pullington 
Cottages. That said, the County Council’s Landscape Advisor considers that there 
would be some substantial adverse visual impacts from residential housing to the north 
east of the site (Pullington Cottages) and from housing along Rolvenden Road opposite 
the proposed access and car park. Currently, these properties afford rural views across 
hilly pasture and the proposals would cause a significant change in view, particularly 
where the proposed access, car park and vehicles would be visible. However, these 
views are already separated by the intervening highway and views of both the new car 
park and school buildings would be filtered by the proposed tree planting and re-
contouring. Members should also note however that right to a personal view is not a 
material planning consideration, whereas a public view more generally across the 
landscape of the AONB is. As part of the applicant’s supporting material, photomontage 
views of the proposed development have been prepared and will be displayed for 
inspection at the Committee Meeting itself.  
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91. The site would be secured with a variety of fences, reflecting the school’s rural village 
context. The school buildings themselves would be secured by 1.8m high green 
weldmesh fencing which would be located in between double rows of hedgerow planting 
to the south (adjacent to the re-aligned Public Right of Way WC325), hedgerow and 
tree planting to the east (adjacent to the pasture land) and tree and hedgerow planting 
to the north and west (facing the recreation ground and Glebe Field respectively). 
Whilst the height of the 1.8m high fencing has been questioned by the County Council’s 
Landscape Advisor and a number of objectors, I consider that it is appropriate in this 
instance given the location of the site. Furthermore, an appropriate colour treatment 
and specification of this fencing (which would be secured by condition) together with 
strong landscape tree and hedgerow planting would help set any new fencing within the 
landscape. New 1.2 metre high post and rail fencing is proposed between the school 
and the village hall playing field, together with new 1.2 metre high timber post and wire 
fencing along the front boundary of the school with Rolvenden Road and the boundary 
of the new car park with the pasture land beyond.  
 

92. A section of existing hedgerow (measuring some 50 metres in length) would be 
removed from the front boundary of the site with Rolvenden Road between the point 
adjacent to the recreation ground and the location of the new vehicular access. With the 
exception of the space necessary to facilitate the new vehicular access, a replacement 
native hedgerow (with interspersed tree planting) would be re-planted further inside the 
application site boundary. The need to remove and replant this section of hedgerow is 
in order to achieve acceptable highway visibility spays in an eastwards direction, 
measuring 2.4m x 66.8m.   
 

93. I am satisfied that the final details of site landscaping, ground contour levels, building 
heights and levels, fencing (including specification and external appearance) and 
external materials of the school buildings themselves can all be secured by condition for 
later detailed consideration. However, in principle I am satisfied that the indicative 
details provided in all of these respects are acceptable and would assist in ensuring that 
the proposed built development would sit well within the landscape.  
 

94. Overall, the County Council’s Landscape Advisor considers that the proposals would 
cause a minor adverse impact on the landscape character of the area. She also 
considers that the proposals would have a slight adverse effect on the immediate 
vicinity of the AONB, but that the visual containment of the site and the attention to built 
form would mean that the impact on the wider High Weald AONB would be negligible. 
In my opinion, whilst I consider that there would be a degree of visual change in the 
locality, specifically in the form of new built development outside of the traditional village 
envelope, I do not consider that the impact on the wider landscape to be so significant 
in this case to warrant refusal of planning permission. Whilst I accept that there may be 
other sites within the village which may well be less visually prominent, this is just one 
factor in a number of important considerations: including the location of the school in 
respect of proximity to other important village features (such as the Church and Village 
Hall); the need to create safe pedestrian and vehicular access; the relative development 
costs; the availability of land; site topography; ecological constraints; and the provision 
or availability of building services. In this case, I consider that the school building design 
and footprint has been carefully considered to make the most of the site’s sloping 
topography whilst responding positively to the sensitive landscape designation of the 
High Weald AONB. That said, it is also important to ensure that the Primary School 
development stands out as being an inspiring and positive community facility which 
adds to the village’s economic and social viability in the long-term. In that sense it 
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should ‘stand out’ to a certain degree within the village context and arguably should not 
be purposefully totally concealed from possible views as if it was some type of ‘eyesore’ 
development best hidden from sight. I would therefore not raise an objection to the 
proposals on either visual impact or in design terms.    

 
Highway Considerations 
 
95. The NPPF states that all developments that generate a significant amount of vehicle 

movements should be supported by a Transport Statement or Transport Assessment. It 
states that planning decisions should take into account the opportunities for sustainable 
transport modes and the need to provide safe and suitable access to the development 
site for all people. It also states that all development which generate significant amounts 
of transport movements should be required to provide a Travel Plan. Policy T4 of the 
South East Plan requires restraint-based maximum levels of parking provision for non-
residential developments as well as ensuring the provision of sufficient cycle parking as 
part of new development proposals.  
 

96. Policy TP4 of the Borough Local Plan states that proposals will only be permitted if a 
number of criteria are met. These include: that the road hierarchy and the function of 
routes have adequate capacity to cater for the traffic which will be generated by the 
development; a safely located access with adequate visibility which exists or could be 
created; outside of the Limits of Built Development, the development would not involve 
the provision of an additional access or the intensification of use of an existing access 
directly onto a Primary or Secondary route; and that the traffic generated by the 
proposal does not compromise the safe and free flow of traffic or the safe use of the 
roads by others. It also states that where a proposal necessitates highway 
improvements, the developer will be required to meet the cost of the improvements 
where these are fairly and reasonably related to the development. Policy TP5 of the 
Borough Local Plan states that vehicle parking in connection with development 
proposals will be restricted to the maximum necessary, having regard to local highway 
conditions.   
 

97. A number of highway concerns have been raised as part of the development proposals, 
primarily relating to safety concerns associated with the proposed new vehicular access 
from Rolvenden Road and the speed of traffic in the vicinity of the development site. 
Vehicular access is proposed directly from the B2086 Rolvenden Road to the north east 
of the site, with the access point and bellmouth to be sited between the junctions with 
Leybourne Dell and Pullington Cottages. This vehicular access has been designed to 
benefit from visibility splays measuring 2.4m x 66m to the south east and 2.4m x 66.8m 
to the north west. Concerns have been raised that the proposed new vehicular entrance 
would be located almost opposite a private driveway serving two houses (Broughton 
House and Camellia House) leading to highway safety and loss of privacy concerns. It 
has been claimed that the applicant has not taken into account this private access 
driveway and that residents would not be able to safely get in or out of their driveways 
during school arrival or departure times. Other highway concerns raised include the 
proposed new vehicular access point being positioned in the most dangerous part of 
any road in Benenden; that cars already travel in excess of 40mph along this part of the 
road (even though the speed limit is 30mph); that the proposals fail to take account of 
an existing bus stop located immediately outside of the application site; that no proper 
details of sight lines have been submitted; that during winter months residents of 
Leybourne Dell leave their cars on Rolvenden Road as they are unable to drive out of 
their roads because it is steep and icy; and that accidents which have occurred recently 
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at the Leybourne Dell junction appear to have been ‘overlooked’ by the Highway 
Authority in this instance. It has also been suggested that instead of the proposed 
bellmouth junction, a mini roundabout should be created to serve the new school and 
Leybourne Dell. 
 

98. I have specifically sought advice from KCC Highways and Transportation in respect of 
these development proposals. Contrary to what has been suggested by a local resident, 
KCC Highways and Transportation (as the relevant Highway Authority) have considered 
the highway implications of the proposed development on a completely independent 
basis. KCC Highways and Transportation has raised no objection to the proposed 
development subject to the imposition of conditions, noting that the general 
arrangements for the access with a priority junction are acceptable and provide 
appropriate clearance from other junctions (including the residential access) within the 
vicinity.  
 

99. The Highway Authority has been in direct correspondence with the opposite residential 
property owner regarding his proposals for a mini-roundabout to serve the new Primary 
School development and Leybourne Dell. After careful consideration of the proposed 
suggestion for a mini-roundabout, the Highway Authority has concluded that this design 
solution would not be appropriate nor necessary for the location and the nature of the 
traffic flows. It has also concluded that existing access should not be significantly 
jeopardised to the private driveways serving both Broughton House and Camellia 
House, and that many other accesses are located in similar positions (i.e. two 
independent accesses opposite each other) without significant safety or capacity 
problems occurring. Likewise it is not uncommon for non-residential development, such 
as schools, shops and businesses to be similarly juxtaposed without undue highway 
safety risks. Moreover, the view of the Highway Authority is that whilst it may be 
possible to design an acceptable mini-roundabout for the location in question, such a 
scheme is likely to require additional third party land not within the control of the County 
Council. 
 

100. KCC Highways and Transportation considers that the reduced level of parking (52 
spaces, down from 67) is acceptable in principle and that the surface must be bound 
with no drainage over the highway. I consider that the reduced level of on-site parking is 
appropriate in this instance, taking into account the rural location of the school and the 
relatively wide pupil catchment area. KCC Highways and Transportation recommends 
that a number of conditions be imposed, as set out in paragraph (38), which in 
summary cover: cross sections of the car park; surface materials and drainage details 
of the car park; details of visibility splays to be provided and thereafter maintained in 
perpetuity for the life of the development; details of off-site traffic calming measures for 
approval and implementation prior to the first occupation of the new school; the 
submission of a Construction Management Plan; and a School Travel Plan to be 
submitted within six months of first occupation. I consider that all of these conditions are 
reasonable and relate appropriately to the proposed development and would therefore 
recommend that they be included on any forthcoming consent. 
 

101. The issue of current vehicle speeds along the B2086 Rolvenden Road in the vicinity 
of the application site has been raised as part of the objections to the new Primary 
School development. The applicant’s own Transport Statement identified through a 
traffic survey that vehicle speeds in the vicinity of the application site are currently in 
excess of the 30mph speed limit which is in force throughout the main built up area of 
the village. The 30mph speed restriction applies to the entirety of Rolvenden Road 
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through the built up area, starting at a point west of the village and extending to a point 
east of the village. The applicant’s traffic survey identified that 85

th
 percentile speeds 

were (at the time of measurement) 40.19mph northwest bound and 40.53 southwest 
bound, with average speeds being 34.50mph and 34.63mph northwest and southeast 
bound respectively. Whilst not uncommon findings, these figures do not presume 
against the principle of a new school access here, nor indeed residential accesses, but 
as discussed below in paragraph (103) could justify some traffic calming measures.  
 

102. The visibility splays which are proposed for the new vehicular access onto 
Rolvenden Road have been designed taking into account the current observed vehicle 
speeds (i.e. those in excess of the 30mph speed limit). Contrary to a point of objection 
made about a lack of sufficient visibility splays being provided, the applicant has 
submitted details of visibility splays measuring 2.4m x 66m to the southeast and 2.4m x 
66.8m to the northwest. These visibility splays are considered to be acceptable by KCC 
Highways and Transportation. In order to ensure that these splays are provided from 
the first use of the school, and subsequently maintained thereafter, I propose that full 
details of replacement hedgerow planting to the front of the site be submitted for further 
technical consideration. I also recommend that a condition be imposed on any planning 
consent requiring these visibility splays to be maintained at all times for the operational 
life of the new school. 
 

103. In order to address the issue of vehicle speeds in the vicinity of the application site, 
discussions have taken place between the Highway Authority, the applicant and the 
County Planning Authority. A package of traffic calming measures is proposed by the 
applicant as detailed in paragraph (32) which is expected to reduce 85

th
 percentile 

speeds to 35mph or less in the site vicinity. The precise details of these off-site traffic 
calming measures is proposed to be secured by condition and would be agreed by both 
the Planning and Highway Authorities prior to implementation. The measures would be 
required to be implemented prior to the first occupation of the new Primary School and 
maintained thereafter. The costs associated with the delivery of the proposed traffic 
calming measures would be met by the applicant. I consider that this approach is 
reasonable in this instance, is inline with the professional and technical advice received 
from KCC Highways and Transportation, and should help reduce traffic speeds locally 
within the village. 
 

104. Concerns have been raised about the proximity of an existing bus stop to the 
proposed new vehicular access. I have been advised by KCC Highways and 
Transportation that the proposed access is safe and in all respects acceptable and 
therefore do not consider that an objection on these grounds could be sustained. In the 
event that the existing bus stop may need to be slightly re-aligned, it would be the 
responsibility of the applicant (in agreement with the Highway Authority) to agree this 
with the relevant bus operator(s).  
 

105. I note that concerns have also been raised over the number of road accidents which 
have occurred in the vicinity of Leybourne Dell and whether these have been 
‘overlooked’ by the Highway Authority. I have sought advice on this matter from the 
Highway Authority, who have confirmed that over the relevant length of Rolvenden 
Road there have been no recorded crashes involving personal injuries. I therefore 
consider that grounds of objection of highway safety grounds can therefore not be 
sustained in this instance. 
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106. The issue of resident parking on Rolvenden Road during winter months, when 
vehicles are unable to use Leybourne Dell, has been raised as a point of concern for 
the proposed new vehicle access. I would point out that whilst there are currently no 
parking restrictions on this section of Rolvenden Road (such as yellow lines), should 
there be any need for such restrictions to be imposed in the future then this would be a 
matter for the local Borough Council to consider in conjunction with the Highway 
Authority.   
 

107. Questions have been raised from members of the public and during the Members’ 
Site Visit as to whether a shared vehicle access, circulation and parking space could be 
developed jointly with the Village Hall, saving the need for the doubling up of facilities 
(such as car parking) in close proximity to each other. The issue of shared access and 
car parking has been explored by the applicant and the Village Hall Management 
Committee, however no agreement on this matter has been achieved at this point in 
time. Members will note that the Village Hall Management Committee have in fact 
objected to the current proposals as set out in paragraph (55), citing concerns over a 
potential abuse of the current village hall car park should the proposals be permitted. I 
therefore see no potential solution to developing a shared access and car parking 
facilities at this current point in time. However, should this situation change in the future, 
I would certainly encourage the applicant to hold further discussions and explore 
alternative options with the Village Hall Management Committee. In order to address 
this point, I propose that an informative be added to any decision requesting the 
applicant to hold further discussions with the Village Hall Management Committee on 
the possibility of shared access and car parking facilities prior to the implementation of 
any planning permission. Should an alternative means of access and/or car parking 
solution be agreed between both parties that might be considered preferable to the 
current proposals, an amendment could be considered to the planning permission in the 
future.   
 

108. The current school benefits from a well-established and successful ‘Walking Bus’ 
which operate on a number of days each week, promoting sustainable transport 
measures to and from the school. These measures would be extended to cover the 
proposed new school site which could be accessed from a number of routes from the 
village green – either along Rolvenden Road following the highway footway or through 
the Churchyard and across the Glebe Field. As part of a package of measures to 
promote sustainable school travel, it is proposed to require the applicant to prepare and 
submit a School Travel Plan within six months of the first occupation of the new school. 
This Travel Plan should include measures to be implemented to encourage more 
sustainable patterns of travel to/from school, a timetable for the implementation of such 
measures and a mechanism for ongoing monitoring of the Plan thereafter.  
 

109. Taking into account the technical and professional advice received from KCC 
Highways and Transportation, I am satisfied that the proposals are acceptable in all 
respects in highway terms, subject to the imposition of the conditions as discussed 
above. Whilst I recognise the concerns raised by local residents, specifically those 
located immediately opposite the proposed new vehicular access point, I do not 
consider that these grounds of objection could be sustained in planning terms.  

 
Ecology 
 
110. The application is accompanied by a Phase 1 Ecological Scoping Report. This report 

noted that the most of the application site comprises sheep-grazed grassland fields, 
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which are of limited ecological value, with native tree lines and hedgerows to the site 
boundaries. Six ponds within 250 metres of the site were also recorded. Accordingly, it 
was recommended that detailed survey work be undertaken to establish the likely 
presence or absence of the following species (Great Crested Newts/other amphibians, 
Bats, Reptiles and Dormice), based on the habitat potential that the local ponds and site 
margins provide. Evidence of badger activity close to the site were recorded, however 
the location and nature of this rendered further survey work unnecessary, subject to 
appropriate mitigation during construction. Surveys were carried out throughout 2011 at 
the appropriate times of year in accordance with best practice. Detailed reports for 
Great Crested Newts, Bats, Reptiles and Dormice have all been submitted with the 
application. 
 

111. In respect of Great Crested Newts (GCN), field surveys did not record any GCN, 
however desktop records indicate recent records of GCN within 300 metres of the site. 
It has therefore been recommended that a Natural England Licence be obtained for the 
development given the potential impact upon terrestrial GCN habitat. In addition to the 
licence, it is recommended that various mitigation measures be implemented, including 
grazing the field prior to the commencement of the development, undertake a 
destructive search of any hedgerow to be lost, the installation of GCN and reptile 
exclusion fencing around the perimeter of the site between November/December to 
February, prior to construction. Habitat enhancements in the form of the proposed pond 
and additional native hedgerow planting are also proposed.  
 

112. In respect of Bats, desktop research did not indicate the presence of any known bat 
roosts within the site, but did identify 15 known roosts within 2km of the site. As such 
and given the proposed development and presence of trees exhibiting potential roost 
features, further survey work was recommended to establish the likely impact of the 
development upon bats. Three dusk emergence surveys and one dawn survey was 
carried out between April and June 2011. These surveys were supplemented by activity 
surveys during the same period and inspection of trees on and adjacent to the site. No 
evidence of bat emergence, re-entry or roosts was noted or detected on any of the 
trees within the site. Three species were recorded as foraging within the south west 
corner of the Glebe Field, but there was no prolonged or repeated periods of foraging 
within the application site and there was limited evidence that the site forms part of a 
valuable commuting route within the wider landscape. On the basis of these survey 
results, it has been identified that the proposed development may have limited impacts 
on a small number of bats. Mitigation is proposed in the form of construction 
management during key foraging periods, the retention of all mature trees, protection of 
the Glebe Field and the minimisation of artificial lighting across the site. All of these 
measures are incorporated within the application proposal, together with enhancements 
in the form of bat boxes and new native planting. 
 

113. During the initial scoping survey, the site was considered to have high potential for 
reptiles and a slow worm was also found. Accordingly, detailed survey work was 
recommended and subsequently carried out between March and June 2011. The 
surveys involved distributing 40 artificial refugia across the site and comprised 15 
separate visits. During the surveys, 4 slow worms and 2 common lizards were recorded, 
equating to a low population size. A juvenile grass snake was also recorded and 
desktop research has revealed the presence of grass snakes within the surrounding 
area. The results indicate that the site’s marginal habitats provide suitable conditions to 
support reptiles, offering potential routes for migration and dispersal. On the basis of 
the field survey findings, it is recommended that the site be maintained as grazed 
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pasture prior to development, that the field margins be preserved as far as possible, 
and that reptile exclusion fencing be installed around the perimeter of the site prior to 
the commencement of development. These measures, together with new native 
planting to enhance biodiversity are all provided within the scheme.  
 

114. Given the need to remove and replant the existing frontage hedgerow west of the 
proposed access to provide improved visibility splays, field dormice surveys were 
carried out during 2011 and 2012. The surveys found no record of dormice and 
accordingly no additional mitigation or European Protected Species licence is required 
beyond the use of native hedgerow for the proposed realignment as detailed in the 
application.  
 

115. The County Council’s Biodiversity Projects Officer has no objection to the proposals 
and is satisfied with the ecological information submitted (as noted in paragraph 42 
above). She considers that a number of conditions should be imposed on any consent 
requiring the applicant to undertake the relevant precautionary and mitigation measures 
as set out in the various reports contained within the application. Furthermore, she 
notes that the measures within the application proposed to offer biodiversity 
enhancements at the site, including a green roof, meadow areas and native hedgerows, 
are welcomed and accord with the principles of the NPPF which seek to encourage 
opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around new developments. She also 
considers that a biodiversity management plan should be required by condition to 
secure the successful management of these features.   
 

116. I consider that ecological matters have been fully addressed in respect of this 
application and that the various mitigation and enhancement measures (as detailed in 
the various supporting reports), together with an additional biodiversity management 
plan could be reasonably secured by the use of planning conditions in this instance. I 
therefore consider that the proposed development conforms to the general thrust of 
development plan policy and the guidance contained in the NPPF which requires 
developments to contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by 
minimising impacts on biodiversity and providing net gains in biodiversity where 
possible.   

 
Other Issues 
 
117. The proposed school development has been designed from the outset to achieve a 

minimum BREEAM rating of ‘Very Good’, as required by current DfE standards. South 
East Plan Policy NRM11 requires buildings of more than 1000 sq. metres of non-
residential floorspace to secure a 10 percent reduction in CO2 emissions through the 
use of sustainable and renewable energy technologies. Various sustainable design 
technologies and techniques have been included as an inherent part of the design and 
fabric of the building, including good air tightness, improved U-values and energy 
efficient lighting design. Further passive measures such as natural ventilation, a green 
roof and solar shading have also been included in the design proposals. The green roof 
would deliver a number of sustainability benefits in addition to the wider landscape 
benefits, including improved insulation and water retention. Various renewable energy 
sources have been assessed for their suitability for the site and building and their 
financial payback. Three types were selected by the applicant as being suitable and 
viable, namely a Ground Source Heat Pump, Photovoltaic arrays and solar thermal hot 
water. Calculations undertaken by the applicant at the design stage have demonstrated 
that an annual CO2 reduction of at least 10 percent can be achieved by including a 
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Ground Source Heat Pump (supporting approximately 50 percent of the heating load), 
40 sq. metres of PV panels and 3 sq. metres of solar hot water heating. These 
measures have all been incorporated into the building and site design and I am satisfied 
that these measures should ensure that the development complies with South East 
Plan Policy NRM11 as well as other broader renewable and sustainable policies 
contained in the development plan and NPPF. I therefore recommend that such 
measures are required by condition and that the final details of each of these 
technologies are reserved out for later technical consideration.  
 

118. Concerns have been raised about the maintenance costs associated with some of 
the proposed building materials used to create the new Primary School. The palette of 
materials chosen in this instance carefully respects the site’s sensitive landscape 
setting, whilst ensuring that the chosen materials are not excessively expensive or 
would lead to major maintenance costs in years to come. Most of the school building 
(i.e. the ‘U’ shaped block) would be a fairly standard brick and block construction, faced 
with through coloured render. Some elements of the main ‘U’ block elevations would be 
treated with vertical hardwood timber boarding, whereas the main school hall would be 
entirely clad with horizontal hardwood timber boarding. This hardwood timber boarding 
would be chosen (as part of a final specification to be agreed with the County Planning 
Authority) on the basis of its aesthetic appearance, as well as its maintenance and 
durability properties. The roof of the main ‘U’ shaped classroom block would comprise a 
green roof, which once seeded and fully established, should require little on-going 
maintenance. The roof to the proposed school hall would be tile hung. Having 
considered the principal building materials proposed in this instance, I do not consider 
that any of these present an undue, significantly expensive or onerous maintenance 
cost or requirement on the end user of the new Primary School. 
 

119. The size of the proposed new Primary School has been raised by some objectors 
who claim that the new school would not provide adequate teaching accommodation (as 
required by DfE standards) and that no long-term solution for a school playing field is 
proposed. The proposed school building has been designed to accommodate 210 
pupils of statutory school age within seven classrooms. This is larger than the number 
of pupils which the current school takes (approximately 170 pupils), thereby allowing for 
some growth. The school has been designed to enable flexibility and shared use, a 
requirement set for new school developments generally, such that the buildings and 
external spaces could be used for out of hours lettings. It is rare for individual 
classrooms spaces to be offered for lettings, however facilities such the school hall and 
outdoor spaces would be the principle areas which could attract such use. The applicant 
is satisfied that the provision of space within the new Primary School is in line with most 
other new Primary Schools and would not expect to provide in excess of this, 
particularly given the existing provision of community facilities (such as the Village Hall) 
within the village that would complement the new school. I consider that the size of the 
proposed new Primary School is adequate for the use proposed and is in line with other 
new schools permitted within the county. Furthermore, I recommend that a condition be 
imposed on any consent requiring details of community use to be submitted for later 
consideration.  
 

120. Reference has been made to the Glebe Field not being within the control of the 
school and applicant. This is a historical situation which has continued without problem 
for a number of years, on the basis that the current school provision which is split 
between two sites, does not have its own playing field. The applicant intends that a 
formal agreement would be entered into with the owners of the Glebe Field to ensure 
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that the school has long-term use secured. I consider that this approach is acceptable 
and would not raise objection to the proposals on this basis. I further note that having 
consulted Sport England on the proposed development, it had no comment to make on 
the proposals.  
 

121. Concerns have been raised regarding the need for site lighting and the subsequent 
urbanising impact that such lighting could have on the wider landscape. The application 
proposed a low key approach to lighting, avoiding column lighting and using low level 
bollards within the car park. Although no floodlighting is proposed for the Multi Use 
Games Area a condition could be imposed stipulating that no such lighting should be 
installed. I recommend that a condition be placed on any decision requiring details of 
any external lighting to be submitted to the County Planning Authority for approval. As 
part of this approval process, a mechanism could also be put in place to ensure that 
lighting could be timer controlled such that it is switched off when not in use.  
 

122. It has been claimed that the new school being proposed on the current choice of site 
would experience worse climatic conditions than if it were located in a more sheltered 
position, such as that of Site 1 (New Pond Road). Whilst I accept that the proposed site 
may be more exposed to the elements, such as the prevailing wind, than other choices 
of site (for example New Pond Road), I do not consider that such issues are overriding 
to the decision making process in this instance. Furthermore, I consider that the careful 
layout of buildings and the proposed landscaping of the site will ensure that such 
climatic conditions do not cause any significant problems to the future operation of the 
Primary School. To this effect I note that the external play space, including the 
courtyard and MUGA, are tucked into the proposed built form, being located within the 
‘U’ shaped main school building and between the new school buildings and the 
boundary screening of the Glebe Field. 
 

123. Comments have been made that the proposed new Primary School development 
may lead to further ‘harmful development’ within the village. The point I would make 
here is that the new Primary School is intended to meet a proven and long-established 
case of need that the current school teaching accommodation is not fit for purpose. The 
new Primary School would provide the village with a modern 1FE school which would 
meet the needs of the existing village primary school and so arguably is not ‘harmful 
development’. Any further development would of course need to be considered on its 
own merits and in accordance with the relevant development plan policies either by the 
Borough Council or County Council, whichever is the relevant Planning Authority. I do 
not therefore consider that an objection on the grounds of potential future development 
within the village could be sustained in this instance. 
 

124. Concerns have been expressed regarding the proximity of the proposed new Primary 
School to adjacent areas of farmland located to the south of the application site. It has 
been claimed that the current farming practices (such as crop spraying) could pose a 
number of unacceptable hazards on children attending the new school. This particular 
issue is covered in the correspondence received from the National Farmers Union (see 
paragraph 55), in which it states that the NFU does not object in principle to locating 
schools or any other type of development next to farms, provided the farms are not then 
subjected to enforcement action constraining their legitimate commercial operations 
due to the proximity of the new development. I do not consider that locating a school 
next to adjacent farmland presents any grounds for which a material planning objection 
could be sustained. Instead, I am satisfied that any operations carried out by the 
adjacent farmer could be reasonably be done so in a manner which would not unduly 
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affect school operations, through the joint management and discussions between the 
farmer and school management team (as necessary). 
 

125.  The issue of historic water runoff from the application site in a northerly direction 
towards Rolvenden Road (and the residential properties beyond) has been raised as a 
ground for objection to this application. As part of the supporting application documents 
provided, the applicant has undertaken a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) as is required 
to do under the guidance of the NPPF. The FRA has been independently assessed 
both by the Environment Agency and by the County Council’s Sustainable Drainage 
Engineer. The Environment Agency has no objection to the proposals noting that the 
revised proposals (i.e. a reduction in the size of the car park) represent a significant 
reduction in the hard surfaced area of the car park and an increase in natural draining 
land cover. The County Council’s Sustainable Drainage Engineer (in an advisory role at 
present) does not raise objection to the proposals, noting that the applicant has 
incorporated sustainable drainage measures such as drainage swales and a surface 
water balancing pond. She has recommended that a detailed surface water drainage 
scheme be provided for further consideration prior to the commencement of the 
development. I am therefore satisfied that the issue of flooding has been adequately 
considered in this instance, ensuring that potential flooding impacts arising from the 
proposed development are safeguarded against both at the site and also the increased 
flood risk elsewhere. Subject to the imposition of a condition requiring the submission of 
a surface water drainage scheme prior to the commencement of construction works, I 
am satisfied that the proposed development is acceptable in terms of flood risk.     

    

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    

 
126. The application proposes a replacement Primary School within the High Weald 

AONB. Having considered the policy tests contained within the NPPF and other 
Development Plan Policies, I am satisfied that there is a strong case of need for 
replacing the existing school which is an important community facility, with modern, fit 
for purpose teaching accommodation. I am also satisfied that it is not possible to 
redevelop the existing Primary School site for the requirements of a new school owing 
to its constrained size and the building’s Listed status. Following a search of 
developable land within the village, it has been proven that there are no previously 
developed sites available within the village ‘built confines’ which could be capable of 
accommodating a new Primary School. Accordingly, I conclude that a new suitable site 
would need to be located on the edge of the village, falling outside of the Limits of Built 
Development. I also note that any new site for the replacement Primary School would 
inevitably fall entirely within the High Weald AONB designation and developing a new 
school outside of the AONB is neither practical nor possible in this instance, and that 
there would undoubtedly be a negative impact on the community should this important 
community facility not be retained within the village itself.  
 

127. Whilst I accept that there may be alternative site(s) within the village which could 
potentially accommodate a new Primary School in principle, the acceptability of the 
currently proposed site in planning terms has to be considered. I am satisfied that the 
proposed development would not result in an unacceptable or overriding harm to the 
character or appearance of the Benenden Conservation Area. I conclude that whilst 
there would inevitably be a degree of visual change to each of the various Public Rights 
of Way, I do not consider that their relatively limited re-alignment would unacceptably or 
seriously damage the enjoyment of users of these footpaths, such that planning 
permission should be refused on these grounds. 
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128. In terms of the overall landscape impacts of the proposed development, I consider 
that whilst there would be a degree of visual change in the locality, specifically in the 
form of new built development outside the traditional village envelope, I do not consider 
that the impact on the wider landscape to be so significant in this case to warrant the 
refusal of planning permission. Whilst I accept that there may be other sites within the 
village which may be less visually prominent, I conclude that the proposed school 
building and footprint has been carefully designed to make the most of the site’s sloping 
topography, whilst using a palette of materials which is wholly acceptable to the 
sensitive landscape setting in which it would sit.   I am satisfied that the development is 
in the public interest and meets the exceptional circumstances test required for 
development in the AONB as set out in the NPPF. I would therefore not raise a 
landscape objection to the proposed location of the new Primary School within the 
AONB in this instance. 
 

129. Having taken account of the various highway concerns received as part of this 
application and the professional and technical advice from KCC Highways and 
Transportation, I am satisfied that subject to the imposition of conditions, which include 
the provision of off-site traffic calming measures, the proposed new school access 
would be safe for users of the new facility and for other highway users, including those 
residential driveways which would be located opposite the new school access point.  
 

130.   Taking all matters into account which have been raised as part of the application 
consultation and publicity process, I am satisfied that the proposed development 
generally meets with the objectives of national planning policies, including Planning for 
Schools Development, together with more specific development plan policy, is 
sustainable, and that there are no overriding material planning considerations that mean 
that planning permission should be refused.  
 

RecommendationRecommendationRecommendationRecommendation 

 
131. I RECOMMEND that PLANNING PERMISSION BE GRANTED, SUBJECT TO 

conditions, including conditions to cover the following aspects: 
 

- 5 year implementation period; 

- the development to be carried out in accordance with the permitted details; 

- details of all external materials submitted for approval;  

- submission of off-site traffic calming scheme measures and implementation prior to 
the first occupation of the new school;  

- submission of details of visibility splays (including details of hedgerow planting), 
implementation prior to the first occupation of the new school and maintenance in 
perpetuity thereafter; and 

- details of car park surface treatment submitted for approval; 

- vehicle and cycle parking (as proposed in the application) being provided prior to the 
first occupation of the new school; 

- details of all fencing (including specification and colour treatment) submitted for 
approval; 

- details of public right of way surface treatment(s) submitted for approval; 

- details of site levels, finished floor levels and building heights submitted for 
approval; 
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- details of sustainable energy measures (including Ground Source Heat Pump, PV 
and solar thermal hot water) be submitted and thereafter implemented prior to first 
occupation;  

- submission of School Travel Plan, its implementation and ongoing monitoring; 

- submission of a Community Use Scheme (covering proposed hours use); 

- details of reptile mitigation strategy to be submitted and thereafter implemented 
prior to the removal of hedgerow; 

- erection of reptile fencing prior to the commencement of construction activities; 

- removal of vegetation to be carried out outside of the bird breeding season (or to be 
supervised by a qualified ecologist); 

- full implementation of ecological recommendations for precautionary mitigation 
carried out prior to commencement and during the construction of development; 

- submission of site biodiversity management plan to cover the green roof, meadow 
areas and native hedgerows; 

- submission of detailed landscape/vegetation planting and seeding scheme, 
implementation within the first planting season following the completion of the 
development and maintenance for a period of 5 years thereafter; 

- tree protection details implemented (as detailed in the application) in accordance 
with British Standard 5837:2005 (as amended); 

- submission of lighting details for car park/general areas for approval; 

- no external lighting to be installed on or around the Multi Use Games Area; 

- submission of foul and surface water drainage schemes for approval; 

- submission of a Code of Construction Practice (including measures such as wheel 
cleaning equipment, parking and storage of materials during construction activities) 
for approval; 

- hours of construction (08:00 to 18:00 hours Monday to Friday and 08:00 to 13:00 on 
Saturdays, with no working on Saturday afternoons, Sundays, Bank and Public 
Holidays); 

- measures to prevent mud and debris being tracked out onto the public highway; 

- parking being made available within the site for construction operatives vehicles 
during construction activities; 

- removal of Permitted Development Rights. 

 
132. I FURTHER RECOMMEND that the APPLICANT BE ADVISED, that notwithstanding 

the conclusions that access and car parking arrangements considered as part of this 
application are considered acceptable in planning and highway terms, there is merit in 
the applicant exploring further with Benenden Village Hall Management Committee the 
possibility of shared school access and parking arrangements within the Village Hall. 
The applicant is therefore requested to initiate further discussions with Benenden 
Village Hall Management Committee to consider again the options for such a possibility 
and to inform the County Planning Authority of the outcome before any development is 
commenced.  
 

 
 
Case officer – Julian Moat  01622 696978                           
 
Background documents - See section heading 
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APPENDIX 1  

 
APPLICATION KCC/TW/0151/2012 – NEW PRIMARY SCHOOL WITH ASSOCIATED 

HARDCOURT PLAY AREAS, ACCESS, PARKING AND LANDSCAPING AND RE-

PROFILING AND LANDSCAPING OF RESIDUAL LAND SOUTH OF ROLVENDEN ROAD, 

BENENDEN 
 
NOTES of a Planning Applications Committee Site Visit to the site of the proposed new 
Primary School, Benenden on Thursday, 27 September 2012. 
 
MEMBERS PRESENT: Mr J A Davies (Chairman), Mr C P Smith (Vice-Chairman), Mr C 
Hibberd, Mr P J Homewood, Mr J F London, Mr S C Manion, Mr R F Manning, Mrs P A V 
Stockell and Mr A T Willicombe.    
 
OFFICERS: Mrs S Thompson, Mr J Crossley and Mr J Moat (Planning); Ms M Parker (KHS) 
and Mr A Tait (Democratic Services). 
 
THE APPLICANTS: Mr  C Gabriel (KCC Capital Projects) with Mrs J Reich (Head Teacher), 
Mr W Martin (Governor), Mr M Page (DHA Planning), Mr M Hanton (Clague, Landscape 
Architect) 
 
TUNBRIDGE WELLS BC: Ms A Raymond (Planning) 
 
BENENDEN PC: Cllr J Clarke and Cllr G Reynolds  
 
(1)  The Chairman opened the visit by explaining that its purpose was for the Planning 
Applications Committee Members to familiarise themselves with the site and the issues 
involved in the application. He added that he would not be chairing the Committee meeting 
when this application came forward as he had expressed his views on the subject.  
 
(2)  Mr Crossley introduced the application by saying that the current school was some 
400 years old, located in the centre of Benenden village and not suitable for modern 
learning.  He pointed out the house which was used for Foundation Stage teaching and the 
provision of hot meals as well as the memorial Hall, Village Hall and Church which were all 
part of the split site.  The village green and Glebe Playing Field were also used by the 
School for outdoor activities.  
 
(3)  Mr Crossley went on to say that there had been no objections raised to the principle 
of erecting a new school.  There had, however, been considerable discussion about its 
location and detailed layout. Twelve sites had been examined over a period of some 8 
years. The Education Authority had eventually narrowed these down to two before applying 
for the application site.   
 
(4)  Mr Crossley then explained that the Committee’s task was not to consider the 
alternative site which some people preferred. Nor should it consider the need for a new 
school, which was accepted by everyone.  The key issues were the landscape impact of the 
proposed development within the AONB in the context of local, regional and national 
policies; the site layout including the design and appearance of the car park and the position 
of the access point; as well as the impact on trees, wildlife, lighting, drainage, residential 
amenity; and the impact on the local road network (including highway safety).     
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(5)  Members then walked to The Glebe Playing Field, the use of which was shared by 
the School and the Village.  Mrs J Reich (Head Teacher) said that Village use of The Glebe 
Field consisted of activities such as dog walking and “Keep Fit” exercising.  It belonged to 
the Church, which was happy for the school pupils to continue to use it for sports.   
 
(6)  Mr Martin (School Governor) said that the School intended to formalise 
arrangements for its use of the Glebe Field. Local events such as the Scouts’ bonfire would 
not be affected in any way.  
 
(7)   Members then walked to the site of the proposed new school, where Mr Moat set 
out the details of the proposals themselves.   
 
(8)  Mr Moat said that the application site lay approximately 250 metres east of the 
existing school, adjacent to the Village Hall playing field and south of the main Cranbrook to 
Tenterden Road (Rolvenden Road). It measured just over 2 hectares and was to the east of 
the village church and next to the Glebe Field (open pasture). Land to the south was in open 
agricultural use, whilst the village sports field was situated directly to the north. The 
application site was bordered by native hedgerow, with tree cover lining the western 
boundary with the Glebe Field and surrounding the sports field to the north. It had a sloping 
topography, rising southwards from Rolvenden Road. There was currently no dedicated 
vehicular access, however three Public Rights of Way crossed the site.  
 
(9)  Mr Moat went on to say that the application site was located wholly within the High 
Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The Benenden Conservation Area 
covered a large part of the village, including the village green, St George’s Church. There 
was also a substantial number of Listed Buildings within the village.   
 
(10)   The application was for a new one Form Entry (1FE) primary school with associated 
facilities, together with a new dedicated vehicular access off Rolvenden Road. The 
proposed building would be ‘cut-in’ to the existing slope, reducing the overall height of the 
building in the landscape. The spoil taken from this ‘cut’ would be evenly distributed across 
the residual land to the east, retaining a natural topography some 600-700 mm above the 
existing field contours. 

 

(11)   The front (north) of the site would be occupied by the proposed new vehicular 
access onto Rolvenden Road and landscaped parking area. The parking area would be laid 
out in rows, interspersed by grassed drainage swales and new planting, with the main 
surface consisting of bonded gravel. A new pond was proposed for the roadside, which 
would act as a balancing pond for the site drainage and provide an enhanced area of habitat 
wildlife that could also be used by school staff as a teaching aid. 

 
(12)   Mr Moat then said that the proposed site boundaries would generally be marked out 
by new and existing hedgerow with interspersed tree planting. A mix of fencing design was 
proposed between the hedgerows to provide the necessary level of security whilst reflecting 
the site’s rural village context. The site fencing strategy would consist of a mix of 1.8m high 
green weldmesh fence in the area around the school itself; a 1.2m high timber chestnut post 
and rail fence between the school and village hall playing field boundary and a 1.2m high 
timber post and wire fencing along the front boundary of the school with Rolvenden Road 
and the boundary of the new car park with the pasture land beyond.     

 
(13)   No trees would be removed as part of the proposals. Proposed hard play areas 
would be contained within the area occupied by the buildings. There would be direct access 
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out to The Glebe Field, which would continue to be used as playing field for the school. The 
outside area of the site would be laid out and treated to perform distinct functions, including: 
a growing zone, outside study areas, a courtyard zone with an amphitheatre seating area, 
an equipped play area, a Multi Use Games Area (MUGA) and a designated play area for 
younger reception class pupils, landscaped to provide natural shading.  The remaining land 
to the east of the car park would be re-profiled as part of the wider ‘cut and fill’ operations 
proposed. The extent of the ‘cut’ proposed would follow detailed consideration of a number 
of alternative levels and would balance the visual effect with the need to retain sensible 
levels across the remainder of the site, so that a natural appearance would be retained, and 
the need to export materials off site would be avoided.  

 
(14)   Mr Moat continued by saying that adequate space would be retained on site to the 
south west of the proposed school building, allowing for the potential future provision of a 
nursery building (which does not form part of the application under consideration).  
 
(15)  The proposed building would be a ‘U’ shape in form and footprint, laid out around a 
central courtyard and hard play area. The main ‘U’ shaped school structure would be single 
storey, with the main teaching area exhibiting a modern design that utilised a mix of 
traditional materials and more contemporary building techniques. These would include a 
green roof with native species and sedum plug plants, sown with London seed mix 
containing a variety of native species grasses and flowers.  

 
(16)  The school hall had been designed to reflect the typical rural barn vernacular found 
in the area, utilising a tiled pitch roof with timber boarded elevations. The hall has been 
designed for assemblies and PE which would remove the School’s existing reliance upon 
alternative accommodation provided by the village hall and Church. 

 
(17)   Mr Moat then said that the main school building would be 5 metres high to the ridge 
of the green roof, with a maximum ridge height of 103.5 metres AOD. The school hall would 
be just under 8 metres high to the ridge, with a maximum ridge height of 106.5 metres AOD. 
Mr Moat put these levels into context by saying that, in relation to existing ground contours 
the new school hall would extend approximately 8 metres above existing levels, whilst the 
main school building would extend between 3.5 metres and 3 metres above existing ground 
levels.  

 
(18) Vehicular access would be directly from Rolvenden Road to the north east of the 
site, with the access point and bellmouth being sited between the junctions with Leybourne 
Dell and Pullington Cottages. Its design would enable it to benefit from visibility splays to the 
south east and north west. The existing hedgerow alignment to the north west of the new 
access would be amended and re-planted to ensure that these splays were secured from 
the outset.  

 
(19)   Parking on site would be provided for 58 cars, with an additional dedicated drop-off 
area for up to 7 cars aiding circulation and making the most efficient use of the space. This 
provision has been designed by the applicant to exceed the applicable standards in the light 
of the local rural context and likely demand.  A service area to the west of the main hall 
would include access through to the play area for occasional maintenance and emergency 
vehicles.  

 
(20)  Mr Moat then informed Members that a formal diversion of the Public Rights of Way 
(PROWs) crossing the site would be pursued if planning permission were granted.  
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(21)   The application had been accompanied by studies covering landscape and visual 
impact, trees, transport, ecology, flooding, sustainability, educational need and community 
involvement.    

 
(22)   Mr Moat then said that as a result of initial consultation responses, the applicants 
had provided further/amended details of a scheme of off-site traffic calming measures for 
the B2086 Rolvenden Road in the vicinity of the proposed school entrance as well as further 
details of landscaping, site fencing; changes to the definitive PROW layout; and a summary 
of other issues raised. 
 
(23)  Mr Moat said that the proposed traffic calming measures for Rolvenden Road aimed 
to assist in lowering traffic speeds in the vicinity of the school access. The measures  
included a Red ‘school zone’ entry surface shading east and west of the school access 
which would incorporate the triangular school/parent child sign; edge and centre white 
thermoplastic gateway features within the red entry surfacing, which would give the effect of 
a gateway narrowing feature; white edge of carriageway line markings, giving a narrowing 
impression of the carriageway running lanes, thereby slowing vehicle speeds;  modifications 
to the roadside 30mph repeater signs; and additional 30mph painted road marking roundels.  
The applicant had identified (based on evidence of other such schemes) that these types of 
scheme could reduce traffic speeds by between 3mph and 15mph.  
 
(24)   Mr Moat confirmed that the additional supporting information had been provided to the 
Borough Council, Benenden Parish Council and other statutory consultees for comment.  All 
interest parties who wrote in expressing views on the application were notified of the further 
information submitted and had been offered the opportunity for further comment.  

 
(25)  Mr Moat then summarised the responses from consultees. Tunbridge Wells BC had 
objected at officer level on the grounds of the prominence of the building and car parking 
area, given the sensitive nature of the site and the access arrangements.  
 
(26)   Benenden PC had also objected on the grounds that there was an appropriate, less 
sensitive site available (supported in a Village Poll) which meant that the case could not be 
made that the need for the development outweighed the need to protect the AONB. The 
Parish Council had also objected to the size and scale of the building, the lighting proposals, 
road safety and the access point.  

 
(27)  KHS had raised no objection subject to the details of the visibility splays and other 
traffic calming measures and recognition of the need to tie the proposed pedestrian access 
with existing footways. They had also drawn attention to the need to update the Travel Plan 
and for a Construction Management Plan to be approved prior to operations commencing on 
site.   
 
(28)  The County Council’s Landscape Advisor had advised that that the development was 
generally acceptable and that the impact on the AONB would be negligible.   

 
(29)  The High Weald AONB Unit had objected on the grounds that the proposed 
development would impact on the AONB and that it had not been demonstrated that the test 
of exceptional circumstances had been made (particularly with regards to alternative ways 
of meeting the need).  
 
(30)    KCC’s Biodiversity Projects Officer had no objections subject to conditions.  
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(31)  No comment had been received from the KCC PROW Officer, the KCC 
Archaeological Officer, Sport England and the Kent Fire and Rescue Service.  The KCC 
Sustainable Drainage Engineer and The Ramblers had commented but had not objected.  
These comments would be taken into account.  

 
(32)  CPRE did not consider that the site was suitable as it would be on a hill and 
detrimental to the character of the AONB by virtue of its prominence.  This included the 
lighting arrangements which would increase the visibility spread of the built-up area.   

 
(33)   Mr Moat then said that 45 letters of objection had been received.  These had raised 
issues including the sensitivity of the site (AONB); the urbanisation of the rural Weald by its 
construction on the Ridge/Pasture site; the greater suitability of the alternative location; road 
safety; and the access arrangements.  
 
(34)  Letters of support had been received from 150 local residents.  
 
(35)  Mr Moat then referred to representations from organisations. Benenden Village Hall 
Management Committee (on behalf of the Harmsworth Charitable Trust) had raised 
concerns that the proposed parking arrangements were too limited and would result in 
parents using the Village Hall car park as an overflow facility.  The Open Spaces Society 
had strongly objected on grounds of site sensitivity and had raised concerns about the 
proposed PROW diversions.  The National Farmer’s Union did not object on principle 
providing that the neighbouring farms were not subjected to enforcement action constraining 
their legitimate commercial operations due to the proximity of the new development.  
 
(36)  Mr Moat concluded his presentation by setting out the determining issues.  These 
were the principle of development of a new school within the AONB outside the built 
confines of the village; the impact of the development proposals on the Benenden 
Conservation Area, nearby Listed Buildings and the PROWs;  the visual and other impacts 
of the proposals on the character of the wider landscape; the impact of the development 
proposals on the local road network, highway safety and the acceptability of off-road vehicle 
parking provisions; residential amenity considerations; ecological considerations; and any 
other issues. 
 
37)  Ms Raymond (Tunbridge Wells BC) said that the Borough Council would be 
reviewing its position once the additional information requested had been received. (Mr 
Moat undertook to provide this information to both the Borough and the Parish.) 
 
(38)  Ms Parker (KHS) said that speeds along Rolvenden Road were generally higher than 
30 mph.  The proposed traffic calming measures would lead to a reduction in speeds, whilst 
the signage (when properly set up) would indicate to drivers that they were approaching the 
School.   
 
(39)  Mr Page (DHA Planning) asked the Committee to bear in mind the provisions of the 
National Planning Policy Framework in respect of AONBs. This set out that permission 
should be granted if it could be demonstrated that any substantial harm or loss was 
necessary to achieve substantial public benefits that outweighed that harm or loss.  It was 
also ministerial policy that the information that should be required by those determining the 
application should be proportionate to the nature of the application itself.  
 
(40)  Mrs Reich (Head Teacher) said that three alternative access points had been 
considered. The School Governors had preferred the shared access option. The access 
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point set out in the application had been chosen as a result of consultation with Benenden 
PC.   
 
(41)  Mr Manning explained that although he was the Local Member, he was also a 
Member of the Planning Applications Committee and had maintained an open mind 
throughout on the planning merits of the proposal.  He said that he did not believe that there 
should be two large car parks in Benenden and asked why Benenden PC had opposed 
them being amalgamated.   
 
(42)  Cllr Clarke from Benenden PC replied to Mr Manning by saying that the reason for 
the Parish Council’s stance on this matter was that they considered that this would lead to 
an unacceptable expansion of the car park and the loss of part of the football pitch.  
 
(43)  Mr Martin (Governor) confirmed that the contractors would use the proposed access 
when working on the site. 
 
(44)  Mr Moat responded to a question from Mr Willicombe by saying that the reason the 
application did not propose a separate entrance and exit was that there were already two 
other access points onto Rolvenden Road on the opposite site of the road to the application 
site and that the new school access had been designed to be located between these two 
road junctions.  Ms Parker added that it was also necessary to have a separate vehicle and 
pedestrian access point as this would ensure that pedestrians and vehicles were kept apart 
from one another.  
 
(45)  Cllr Reynolds (Benenden PC) said that the Parish Council was split over the 
application. He said that there was huge support for the application in the Village and that he 
believed there would be scope to negotiate with the Harmsworth Charitable Trust over the 
car park.  
 
(46)  Cllr Clarke said he was opposed to the application because of its detrimental impact 
on the village and the countryside.  He believed that it would harm the High Weald AONB.  
 
(47)  Mr M Hatton (Clague) showed members a number of montages giving the view of 
the proposed development and landscaping from various angles.  The Chairman asked for 
these to be displayed in the Council Chamber at the determining Committee meeting.  
 
(48)  Members walked to the northern part of the site where they were shown the location 
of the proposed car park and new vehicular access.  They then walked along Rolvenden 
Road in an easterly direction in order to observe the proximity of the site to the nearest 
properties as well as the view for drivers approaching the site from that direction.  
 
(49)  The Chairman thanked everyone for attending. The notes of the visit would be 
appended to the report to the determining meeting of the Committee.  
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APPENDIX 2 

Views of Benenden Parish Council 

 
Benenden Parish Council Letter dated 6 September 2012 
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Benenden Parish Council Letter dated 20 November 2012 
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Views of Four Supporting Benenden Parish Councillors 
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